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ABSTRACT

The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is a triennial survey conducted by many countries in partnership with the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), which aims to evaluate education systems and provide comparable data from participating countries by testing the knowledge and skills of 15-year-old students. Students are assessed in science, mathematics, reading, collaborative problem solving, and financial literacy, the results of which assist in measuring and evaluating standards of scholastic performance and equity in education around the world. The Mongolian Governmental Sustainable Development Goal for the upcoming 15 years seeks to introduce the PISA initiative by the year 2021 in Mongolia.

This study explores barriers and facilitators likely to affect the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. This qualitative study was conducted using semi-structured face-to-face interviews with 12 participants; adults from both the secondary school sector and at ministerial levels in Mongolia. Thematic analysis of the interviews found that the difference in knowledge about PISA between the various stakeholders has a political impact on the Education sector as well as management issues namely, time, finance and planning. These can be the most influential barriers for Mongolia when the country introduces PISA.

However, the current needs of the country, acceptance of PISA into Mongolian high-level policies and the influence of international trends to accept PISA are defined as the strongest facilitators for the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. This dissertation argues that in advance of introducing PISA in a country such as Mongolia, there is a strong need for educational research to facilitate information sharing between stakeholders in order for them to gain
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scholarly knowledge to inform considerations which may burden or foster the processes inherent in implementing PISA.

KEY WORDS

PISA, barriers, facilitators, recommendations, introducing PISA
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Educational developments in Mongolia have been increasing due to ongoing reform and promising initiatives in the current education system. The initiative of introducing the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) in Mongolia is one of them. PISA is a triennial survey conducted by many countries in partnership with the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), which aims to evaluate education systems and provide comparable data from participating countries by testing the knowledge and skills of 15-year-old students. Students are assessed in science, mathematics, reading, collaborative problem solving, and financial literacy, the results of which assist in measuring and evaluating standards of scholastic performance and equity in education around the world.

Although many developing and developed nations participate in PISA, Mongolia has yet to join the programme. By including this initiative as an objective in the Mongolian Sustainable Development Vision-2030” (Secretariat of State Great Khural, 2016) government policymakers express their intentions to participate in PISA by the year 2021. Such action would enable Mongolia to begin contributing to a solution for the implementation and improvement of current and future education policies. Since PISA is considered essential for the Mongolian Sustainable Development Goal over the next 15 years, it is clear that researching the introduction of PISA from various perspectives is vital for enhancing its benefits for the education system of Mongolia.

The importance of introducing PISA can be articulated by the four major contributions expected in the Mongolian education system, namely as facilitating educational equity in
Barriers and facilitators to introduce PISA in Mongolia

child education; enabliing the monitoring of the education system; providing insights about policy, and enabling a basis for research initiatives once the experience of former PISA participants is considered (Ertl, 2006; Gurría, 2016; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2016; Tobin, Lietz, Nugroho, Vivekanandan, & Nyamkhuu, 2015). Equity in child education is a goal as children are prepared as future citizens who contribute to the economic and social wellbeing of the country. According to Schleicher (2017), PISA enables countries and policymakers to identify inequitable distribution of learning opportunities among children with different social backgrounds. Therefore, based on a wide range of PISA outcomes concerning equity in education, policymakers may address equity-related challenges and can accordingly upgrade educational policies effectively for sustainable development of the future population and country of Mongolia.

PISA plays a dominant role in permitting the comparison of the quality of secondary education in its participating countries. Therefore, once Mongolia participates it will be possible to determine whether secondary education in Mongolia has achieved international standards. As discussed by Grek (2009) some countries choose to participate in PISA comparisons because they find that PISA focuses on policymaking and enables participating countries to identify the ways to improve legislative circumstance of the education system for future lifelong learners. Findings from the PISA outcomes may support policymakers to identify insights about current educational policy (Ertl, 2006). Similarly, with the support of PISA outcomes, the Mongolian education system may clarify either strengths or weaknesses in their current policy. Moreover, the PISA experience in Mongolia will enable the country to share its gains and obstacles associated with implementing PISA as an initiative for
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educational sustainability and this may contribute to insights about current educational policies as well.

It is anticipated that the implementation of PISA will motivate Mongolian researchers into closely studying the introduction and impact of PISA and similar initiatives. Moreover, it will cause educational researchers to acknowledge their views about educational issues raised by the future results of PISA in Mongolia and enable them to initiate valuable and thoroughly considered recommendations for improvement. By strengthening collaboration between researchers and policymakers, it will save time, money and effort in the country for the introduction of PISA and it such collaborations can increase the gains for Mongolia once it begins participating in the PISA assessment.

As summarised in the country profile of UNESCO (2009), over the last few decades the education sector of Mongolia has undergone some significant reforms. Historically, between the 1930s and 1990, the Mongolian education system was developed under the education policies of the former Soviet Union (UNESCO, 2009). After 1990, there was a strong need in the Mongolian secondary education system to attain consistency with international standards of schooling (Asian Development Bank, 2008; UNESCO, 2009, 2011; Weidman, 2001). Therefore, in 2004, the Mongolian Parliament transferred the education structure from a ten-year schooling system to a twelve-year one. Children now begin elementary school when they are six years of age instead of eight years (UNESCO, 2009, 2011). Within the framework of the educational reform, three international laboratory schools and 30 national laboratory schools have been established, all aiming to achieve international standards. As
defined in the Law of Education Mongolia, laboratory schools are the general secondary schools where piloting of new curricula and methodology of schooling is organized. These schools are considered role models for the schooling reforms at the national level (Secretariat of State Great Khural, 2002).

Furthermore, in 2016 the Mongolian Parliament adopted “Principles on Sustainable Development in Mongolia-2030”, which was based on the 2030 Agenda for the World Sustainable Development by the United Nations (Secretariat of State Great Khural, 2016; UNESCO, 2015). One of the main objectives of the principles clearly states that PISA will be introduced in Mongolia by 2021 (Secretariat of State Great Khural, 2016). This initiative can be considered valuable for the education system; however, the introduction of PISA may challenge the country and the education system in different ways. For instance, introducing PISA without having sufficient research and a clear plan will result in negative effects, such as to waste time, reduce benefit, and increase effort, while it will lower the contributions of the country towards global objectives for educational sustainability.

The main purpose of this study was to explore the barriers and facilitators likely to affect the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. The term “barrier” refers to issues that obstruct the process and the action of introducing PISA in Mongolia, while the term “facilitator” relates to both internal and external factors that help forward the process and the action of introducing PISA in Mongolia (Heron, 1999). According to Oliver, Innvar, Lorenc Woodman and Thomas (2014), poor access to high quality, timely and relevant research are key barriers to the introduction of new policies. However, collaboration and improved relationships between
Barriers and facilitators to introduce PISA in Mongolia

Researchers and policymakers are the key facilitators in the successful uptake of new policy initiatives, such as PISA in Mongolia (Oliver et al., 2014). Despite these suggestions very little is known about the specific barriers and facilitators for the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. This research seeks to fill this gap and aims to provide evidence and recommendations to Mongolian Government policymakers in preparation for the introduction of the PISA initiative. Additionally, the study sought to make recommendations based on the study results for the introduction of PISA in Mongolia.

RESEARCH RATIONALE AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The rationale for this study is based on the need for information and insights about how the stakeholders of the Mongolian education system would find the introduction of PISA. Moreover, by considering the view of informed stakeholders at different levels in the system (e.g. teachers, policymakers and ministerial level specialists), the study will make recommendations based on the strengths and limitations anticipated by stakeholders for the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. Moreover, the study will provide education stakeholders with an opportunity to express their views about introducing PISA in Mongolia.

Furthermore, this study would serve as a base for further research on PISA in the Mongolian and international contexts. It is expected that the scope of the current study could be extended for further academic purposes. Gurria (2016) and OECD (2016) have reported that, of the more than 70 countries and economies that participated in the last PISA cycle, only the low- and-medium income countries of Europe and Central Asia had the highest levels of participation and interest in PISA and other similar large scale testing. Therefore, this study
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could inform other countries that are considering taking part in upcoming cycles of PISA and assist them to foresee potentials and burdens in introducing PISA.

In summary, the study includes three objectives:

1) identifying barriers to introducing PISA in Mongolia;

2) identifying facilitators for introducing PISA in Mongolia; and

3) generating recommendations based on how available facilitators may help to eradicate barriers to the introduction of PISA in Mongolia.

To achieve these objectives, the views of educators and policymakers who would be involved with PISA were sought. It was considered that their personal insights and thoughts on the introduction of PISA would be valuable for identifying relevant barriers and facilitators in the Mongolian context. By choosing a sample of educators with different levels of expertise and knowledge of PISA, the study sought to obtain unbiased and diversified information about the issue.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The main question that this study will address is “What are the barriers and facilitators to introducing PISA in Mongolia?” and the study aims to answer the following sub-questions: a) What facilitators and barriers to introducing PISA in Mongolia are anticipated by participants? b) What recommendations do participants have for the successful and effective introduction of PISA in Mongolia?
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Current studies on PISA generally explore how PISA affects the educational policy of a country and how PISA outcomes should be appropriately applied (Białecki, Jakubowski, & Wiśniewski, 2017; Bloem, 2013; Breakspear, 2012; Ertl, 2006; Grek, 2009; Hopfenbeck & Görgen, 2017; Levin, 2012; Simola, 2005). Since the OECD has only been conducting PISA assessments from 2000, there is not a vast literature on the process of introducing PISA in a country, especially, studies on the topic of this study, which focus on experiences of countries intended to introduce PISA for the first time, could not been found.

Popularity and acceptance of international assessment methodologies, such as PISA, are rapidly developing in countries and economies. According to the most recent report by OECD, about 540,000 students representing 72 countries were assessed in the 2015 cycle of PISA (Gurría, 2016; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2016). Countries and regions hold different aspirations with regards to their participation in PISA. For instance, Asia-Pacific countries utilise these assessments to ensure quality, equity, and accountability of the system of education and to prove the significance and benefits of existing policies in their countries (Tobin et al., 2015). However, European countries accept PISA as a suitable measurement for the educational outcomes and the quality of educational policies, but they also expect recommendations associated with PISA results to improve existing educational policy and the education system (Ertl, 2006).

According to Ertl (2006), ‘PISA-shock’ is a phenomenon that can occur when a country receives unexpectedly low results in PISA. This can be the cause of urgent national reform in
the education system, as happened in Germany when poor PISA results were obtained in the 2006 PISA assessment. The shockwaves sent through the German education system caused changes in government policy and resulted in wide-ranging school reform, which was well supported and historically significant for Germany. Moreover, PISA results have caused a change to the role and effectiveness of the German curriculum and encouraged the country to acknowledge the importance of educational research (Ertl, 2006).

Grek (2009) noted that when the first cycle of PISA (in 2000) was introduced in England, Germany, Finland and some other European countries, it was supported by policymakers whose decisions were aimed at reforms in educational policy or to ensure benefits to their existing policies. Lietz, Tobin, and Nugroho (2016) explored the barriers and facilitators which affect the utilization of ‘assessment data’ (p. 192), such as PISA, for educational policymaking purposes. Their research showed that levels of competence, quality, validity, reliability, and sustainability, and timely dissemination of the programme and its results were assumed as potentially both barriers and facilitators when the PISA was accepted by countries (Lietz et al., 2016).

In terms of barriers, Lietz, Tobin and Nugroho (2016) also found that influential barriers to the introduction of PISA in a country included the lack of power of the assessment organization at a national level, difficulties in political reform processes, and the existence of high levels of ‘bureaucracy’ in the participating countries. As described by the researchers, establishing a responsible organisation for PISA within the Ministry or with excessively tight connections to other state organisations, which are responsible for implementing educational policies, is the most common factor which decreases credible participation of a country. In
Barriers and facilitators to introduce PISA in Mongolia

other words, these organisations’ powerlessness and excessive dependence results in disadvantageous situations, such as facing the impact of bureaucracy, occurring frequent changes in policies when the political circumstance of the country change and an unwillingness to share actual PISA results to the public or to apply for improving future policymaking.

Moreover, Lietz, Tobin and Nugroho (2016) suggested that the acceptance of PISA could be highly facilitated if the introduction of the programme is processed through the involvement of all educational stakeholders ranging from public to policymakers in decision-making, for instance, organising debate and discussions in advance. In this case, such involvement is considered an important way to make policy making processes open and inclusive not only for the education system’s representatives, but also for social sphere representatives including parents and the public. From this perspective, it can be assumed that if everyone within the education system contributes somehow towards the introduction of new initiatives, such as PISA, then it might make the processes of PISA much easier for the country.

In addition to barriers, Bloem (2013) thoroughly explored the hindrances and challenges, which may impact a country’s participation in PISA and the effective usage of PISA, based on samples from two low and medium income countries: Tunisia and Kyrgyzstan. The research clearly showed that finance is a factor that will hinder a country’s participation in PISA. Moreover, Engel and Frizzell (2015) found that building the financial capacity to implement PISA was also a considerable challenge for individual states or territories within the countries, such as Canada and the USA. As for Mongolia, finance could be one of the major barriers. This is because Mongolia’s economy is dependent on the mining commodity
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price, which is the dominant source for the Mongolian budget. An analysis undertaken by The World Bank (2018) has indicated that currently Mongolia’s debt limit is higher than it should be, and these factors can cause vulnerabilities in the economics of the country. In other words, due to fact that the mining commodities price commonly fluctuate, if the income from that source would decrease and the country would stay under the pressure of debt by the time PISA is introduced, then there will be unsustainable funding for PISA. However, given this vulnerability, insecure funding for PISA could present as a barrier that needs to be eradicated.

One could speculate that the Mongolian Government’s apprehension about possible poor PISA performance could be another challenge in the introduction of PISA. There may be concern because, as Bloem (2013) has pointed out, the introduction of PISA will cause the government and education standards in participating countries to be represented in international OECD publications, where education standards and achievement will be compared with many other countries. Consequently, potentially poor results may reflect unfavourably on Mongolia. It may cause the apprehension that such poor results may affect the reputation of government policymakers in the international and domestic public sphere and, therefore, decrease the value and acceptance of their other work for education.

More importantly, the assessment organization which possesses full responsibility in fulfilling PISA related tasks needs to have sufficient ability to carry out its duties. However, a study by Bloem (2013) found that low and middle-income countries faced technical challenges caused by the poor capacity of the assessment institution when they participated in
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PISA (Bloem, 2013). Under a “lack of institutional capacity” the author identified four challenges to the implementation of PISA.

Firstly, the process of conducting a national PISA survey was described as a problem for these countries due to the process requiring capabilities to adequately administer, implement and analyse the PISA survey and results. Secondly, since the translation is an essential part of the acceptance of the whole program, which directly affects the result, dealing with language related aspects of PISA were described as an issue. For instance, translating PISA tasks by considering contextual characteristics of the students’ first language is noted as an example of the most common difficulties.

Third, reporting PISA results appropriately both at national and international levels was also accepted as a challenge for new country participants. For instance, as Bloem (2013) explained, such difficulty can occur if the country poorly considers management requirements to implement PISA, such as recruiting suitable human resources, applying research resources appropriately or managing and improving ongoing capacities of the institution for national PISA reporting quality.

Forth, effective cooperation and collaboration with the international committee for PISA preparation were challenging for some low and middle-income countries. In order to implement PISA successfully, countries need to actively and sustainably collaborate with the international committee, such as taking part in pre-PISA training. However, as Bloem (2013) noted, some countries ignore or skip compulsory aspects and stages of PISA preparation, which eventually decreases their possible benefits. Similarly, Kamens and McNeely (2010) noted that fulfilling the standardization of international assessments might be challenging to
Barriers and facilitators to introduce PISA in Mongolia
devolving countries due to a lack of capable experts and capacities. These studies highlight the importance of human resources for the introduction and implementation of PISA. It could be argued that, however, building an assessment team with expert knowledge and skills might be a challenge for Mongolia given its lack of experience and capacities in participating in large-scale international assessments.

In addition to financial, governmental apprehension and technical challenges, low- and medium-income countries may face contextual challenges, such as the ‘political economy’ and the culture of the country, when they implement PISA (Lockheed, 2015). In examining the meaning of these challenges, the idea of a political economy can be explained as financial support from the ruling government which funds the introduction and implementation of PISA in the participating country. According to Lockheed (2015), lack of adequate funding for PISA can represent a great challenge because the political position of the government in most countries holds ultimate power to approve, continue or stop allocation of the national budget for an initiative such as PISA.

Moreover, the culture of the country is an influential contextual challenge as it may cause miscommunication between the country and the PISA contracting bodies. For instance, as explained by Lockheed (2015), due to the culture of the country towards assessment, some participants of high-stake assessments tend to misunderstand that a low result will trouble an individual or an individual school. In this way, such fears have led newly participating countries in making excessive and unnecessary effort towards preparing students into getting high scores in PISA.
Barriers and facilitators to introduce PISA in Mongolia

One could argue that in the context of Mongolia, both challenges may occur, especially, in terms of the ‘political-economy’ of the country. Decision making of the newly elected ruling party in 2016 for the Parliament will be highly influential, because their decision has the potential to affect whether the ongoing and upcoming policies will be sustained or suspended. Therefore, it is possible that the political perspective of the new government will impact on the future of the planned PISA introduction in Mongolia by 2021.

Considering country specific features in the testing materials of the large-scale assessments is highly important for participating countries because they expect not only success but also data that will suggest multiple applications for the socio-economic development of the country. Unfortunately, ignoring characteristics of the participating country in the assessment programs may be problematic. For instance, Bloem (2013) found that the students in low and medium-income countries commonly had low proficiency scales on PISA domains. However, Bloem (2013) explained that poor performance in assessments was not necessarily because of their lack of proficiency; rather, it could have been caused by inappropriate testing material, which was not relevant to the specific context of the country. Although OECD (2016) explains that PISA considers the context of the participating country more year by year, if the country specific characteristics of the Mongolian context are poorly considered in PISA testing materials, this may result in barriers to accepting the program with confidence.

Engel and Frizzell (2015) have found that the motivators and facilitators for PISA participation vary from country to country. Also, the sub-national uses of PISA in two federal systems, the USA and Canada, were highly dependent on the motivators, which varied from state to state. Several motivators, which facilitated PISA participation by these states, were
Barriers and facilitators to introduce PISA in Mongolia

identified. For example, having adequate financial support from the government was considered a facilitator, whereas deficient or non-sustainable funding was considered a challenge for participating PISA countries.

Despite the financial challenges of PISA participation, Engel and Frizzell (2015) found that a country's purposes and expected outcomes from the assessment programmes could be a motivator, such as, the need to reform national assessment and utilizing PISA as a basis for new policy goals on education and the economy of the countries. For instance, Ferrer (2017) argued that Spain participated in the first cycle of PISA because it expected recommendations and solutions towards Spanish educational development and an assessment reform. It was also highlighted that Spain actively participated in PISA because of the perceived urgency of other reforms in Spanish education, in particularly preparing experts, learning from successful nations and gathering necessary resources (Ferrer, 2017).

Moreover, power, discourse and political reasons for introducing PISA can be considered facilitators (Engel & Frizzell, 2015). For instance, Engel and Frizzell (2015) indicated that by possessing the board-level right to vote on decisions of any changes towards PISA, Canada made its participation in PISA more purposeful and effective in reforms to its education system. Similarly, the presence of well-informed educational stakeholders about PISA and its outcomes enabled improved participation by some states of the USA. Other political reasons for accepting PISA were an eagerness to benchmark internal assessments against PISA, and a desire to monitor and compare the education system and the country to other nations and economies in terms of the results of PISA assessments. For example, evaluating the equity in
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education and the preparedness of youth for adult life were influential motives for the sub-national participation of Canada and the USA (Engel & Frizzell, 2015).

A number of similar motivators for introducing PISA may be significant to the Mongolian context. For example, the current Mongolian Parliament and educational authorities announced that there is a necessity for urgent reform on educational assessment. Moreover, the Mongolian Parliament underscored the principle of introducing PISA as one of the most promising sustainability goals. Thus, these incidents may act as motivators for fulfilling governmental goals that may facilitate the introduction of PISA in Mongolia by 2021. Furthermore, as was the case with Spain, Mongolian education authorities may expect recommendations and solutions to foster and guide the current reform on education assessment and policy.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY

Miles and Huberman (1994) provided a definition of a conceptual framework as the part of a study that “explains, either graphically or in narrative form, the main things to be studied – the key factors, concepts, or variables – and the presumed relationships among them” (p. 18). The conceptual framework for this study is based on discussions with school and ministerial level stakeholders of the Mongolian education sectors and their responses to questions in the semi-structured interviews and analysis of their views, opinions, and experiences in relation to issues as shown in the Table 1 (A-B) Conceptual framework of the study below.

The study proceeded with an exploration of barriers and facilitators as shown in Table 1. Section A of the Table 1 shows three main barriers that were explored, including knowledge
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of PISA and differences among stakeholders; the political impact on the education sector; and management related issues. These barriers conceptualise the main areas explored in this study.

The three main facilitators, currently present in the context of Mongolia, that were examined in this study are shown in the next section of Table 1. Namely, the needs of the country, acceptance of PISA into Mongolian National level policies and the influence of international trends in accepting PISA.

Table 1 (A-B) Conceptual framework of the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A) Types of barriers</th>
<th>B) Facilitators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>knowledge differences among stakeholders</td>
<td>political impacts on the education sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>needs of the country</td>
<td>acceptance of PISA in the national level policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) getting internationally accepted comparative data on outcomes of adolescent education</td>
<td>e.g. governmentally approving “Principle to introduce PISA in 2021” and “The Sustainable Development Goal-2030 of the country for the UN”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) finding solutions on improving educational assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) confirming the results of the newly reformed national curriculum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The methodology of this study was based on the qualitative approach and reliant on face-to-face interview data. According to Hatch (2002), a qualitative research design is appropriate for a study in an education or policy setting, such as this research, which draws primarily upon data from semi-structured interviews and a review of published literature.

The introduction of PISA can be a quite new and complicated phenomenon in the Mongolian context. Olson, Martin and Mullis (2008) have suggested that Mongolia can be considered as less experienced in the area of large-scale assessments. Thus, richness and uncertainty of the process and procedures to take part in PISA may lead the country to educational research, specifically qualitative research to manage complexities of the issue. Due to the fact that the introduction of PISA is complex and new for the country which anticipate adequate foundation for quantitative research, as well as, the current study relies on the personal opinions of the participants in the setting, as recommended by some researchers (Creswell, 2012; Punch, 2014; Richards, 2013), the choice of the qualitative design is considered highly appropriate.

Satisfying the need for rigour and dependability is also vital in qualitative research (Creswell, Hanson, Plano Clark, & Morales, 2007). There are various techniques that can be applied to ensure rigour in qualitative research (Baillie, 2015). Baillie (2015) highlighted that the rigour of qualitative research depends on its ‘trustworthiness’ (p. 37). The ‘credibility’, ‘dependability’, ‘transferability’ and ‘confirmability’ are the main criteria which qualify as evidence of trustworthiness in qualitative research (Lincoln, 1985). As recommended by
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Lincoln (1985) credibility of the qualitative research can be well-ensured by the member checking technique. Thus, the member checking technique was applied to contribute to the rigour of this study.

Birt et al. (2016) stated that the interview transcript verified by the participant can be one way of member checking that enables the assurance of accuracy of the interview data. Therefore, in this study, the full transcripts were returned to each participant who verified the accuracy and authenticity of the information they provided. In this way, participants remained confident about their beliefs and perceptions about the issue of the study and the accuracy of the data can establish the foundation for the credibility of the research.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Flinders University’s SBREC provided ethics approval to conduct this (project number 7809). Currently Mongolia has no official ethics system for providing approval. Therefore, the necessary permission to conduct research in the education sector of Mongolia was provided by the Ministry authorities. The values, beliefs and opinions of participants and the ethics to conduct human research were always respected. All participants provided informed consent. The privacy and confidentiality of the participants and any participating organisations are highly considered and respected. Participants are not identified, and their individual information remained confidential in the publication of the research. A participant had a choice to participate or not or withdraw from the participation at any stage of the study, without prejudice.
LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

Although the study is carefully planned and prepared, there are three main limitations which were thoroughly considered. First, the study data was collected from only 12 people of the whole targeted population because of the time limit of the dissertation. Thus, the generalizability of the research findings may be enhanced by increasing the numbers of participants in the future research. Second, as a novice researcher, less strategic use of presupposition questions in the interviews, could lead participants to give biased responses. Therefore, the methods and techniques to avoid improper questioning during the interview were thoroughly considered. Third, since there were a considerably low number of researches in relation to the topic of the study, which might be caused by access limitation to the literature, for instance some researchers could do similar research language other than English.

PARTICIPANTS

The purposeful sampling method was applied in this study. Participants were recruited in this study due to their responsibilities, relevant experience and possible involvement in the future introduction of PISA. For instance, the recruitment of principals was vital because they are the key people for leading all changes in schools and are responsible for implementing national level policies at their schools. Ministry level specialists were recruited because they have responsibilities in ensuring the fulfilment of state policies towards education and have obligations to the minister. In addition, collaborating, consulting and supervising educational organizations (including schools) are included as their principal duties and responsibilities.
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The sampling included 12 staff from two laboratory schools and the Ministry whose duties and responsibilities are more relevant to teaching secondary school mathematics and natural sciences to 15-year-old students. The laboratory schools were chosen in terms of their location including the capital and one province of Mongolia. In total, four teachers, two study managers and two principals from two laboratory schools and four specialists from the Ministry and its affiliated organisations participated in the interview. Participants were well-experienced in the education sector of Mongolia and for at least a decade had worked for the state secondary education. Eight out of twelve participants were female. However, the study does not examine gender differences in the findings. Like other places in the world, nearly all Mongolian teachers are female, while the majority of ministerial and management personnel in the Mongolian education system are male. Gender differences therefore would be confounded by the position of the participant in the education sector.

DATA COLLECTION

The 30-40-minute interviews were held in offices or private rooms at school campuses and the Ministry buildings. The participants were asked about their perceptions and expectations of barriers and facilitators to introducing PISA in Mongolia. Nine open-ended questions for the qualitative interview had been developed. Participants were asked their views about factors that would foster or impede the introduction of PISA in Mongolia (See Appendix I: The Interview Protocol (English). Questions included in the Interview Protocol were discussed and checked by the supervisor and the questions were semi-structured.
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Each interview took about 30-40 minutes. Interviews were audio recorded using a digital voice recorder to help with reviewing the results. Once recorded, all interviews were electronically stored and transcribed (typed-up). For ethical reasons, the audio files were destroyed once the file had been transcribed. In this way, knowledge of what was said by whom remained confidential.

DATA INTERPRETATION AND ANALYSIS

Prior to the data analysis, the audio of the interviews was transcribed into Mongolian as close as possible to the original interview by the researcher. Then the transcripts were sent to participants for member checking and for verification and authentication. All transcripts was accepted as accurate by the participants. After transcripts were returned by the participants, the researcher uploaded all the data into a qualitative data analysis software programme (NVivo 11) for coding. Since there are various software packages for qualitative data analysis which suggest numerous opportunities and flexibilities (O'Leary, 2014), NVivo 11 for Windows was used. In order to keep the meaning of interview data consistent and valid, preliminary coding of the data was completed in Mongolian and translated into English later. An example of preliminary coding is shown in Table 2 illustrates how the researcher conceptualised and compared key points from the interview data. In this way, the main codes of the findings were generated, and each coded theme was supported by proof from the data, as shown in the last row of Table 2.
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Table 2 An example of preliminary coding of data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants’ level of knowledge</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who</td>
<td>Ministerial level people</td>
<td>School level people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position to provide PISA information</td>
<td>In the upper level of the system - informed much; At school level - instructive info to introduce PISA</td>
<td>All level of the system should be informed including parents and public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary ‘discussion’ on issues of PISA introduction among stakeholders</td>
<td>Not compulsory</td>
<td>Compulsory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasons for/ against such ‘discussion’</td>
<td>Finds PISA as a diagnosis or a study Avoids spreading wrong messages among public PISA will not be applied with surveillance purposes for individuals Students, teachers and schools should not worry too much as it is for common purposes of the country</td>
<td>Finds PISA as a testing or assessment reform Avoids misunderstanding and disregarded PISA may be applied with surveillance purposes for individuals Students, teachers and schools should be responsible as it is for common purposes of the country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some evidences from the data</td>
<td>...mmm… if I see from the State perspective, I think it is not necessary. Well, I see this research is not a kind of thing for political show (i.e. an event which mostly advertise working results of political parties) or election thing... Gov 1</td>
<td>We need to discuss it in advance. Preparing is essential for any kind of testing. PISA is also the same. It is better to have a discussion beforehand and work on the results to be ready for PISA. Principal 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the data were in the Mongolian language, the NVivo software was used only as a tool to decrease manual handling and time, and to prepare data for analysis rather than making deeper and more rigorous usage of the software. Examples of how the NVivo 11 programme was used in the open coding process of this research are shown in the following figures.
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Figure 1 An example of listed nodes created with NVivo 11. Figure 1 shows a list of the nodes created in NVivo 11. Since the programme was applied for preliminary coding, extracts of all interviews were referenced under relevant nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introducing PISA in Mongolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power or political impact on Education System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pros introducing PISA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations between PISA and Current curriculum reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriately designed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expecting change of assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expecting positive affect on skill based assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>promote usage of knowledge into skill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel proud and find solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chance to compare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PISA may prepare students for other international assessments such as SAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions before introducing PISA</th>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Referen</th>
<th>Created</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to prepare school</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choosing representable schools</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inform participants</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make system sustainable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make country purpose and use of PISA result clear</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>research on potential effects and expectations from PISA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude towards national purpose of PISA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make informed at decision making and leading officials</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good management</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getting support from PISA former participants</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve curriculum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevent psychological pressures on children</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers introducing PISA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>choice of PISA component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students’ poor skills on PISA components</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 2 shows the nodes report created by NVivo 11, which showed all nodes by hierarchical order with their source, while an extract which constituted an individual node (i.e. Node of ‘PISA included in national level policies) can be seen in Figure 3.
Moreover, coding and the analysis of the study were conducted using thematic analysis, following a six-step procedure suggested by the Clarke and Braun (2017). The process of thematic analysis of this study commenced with familiarisation of the data. The processes of interpretation of the data were completed by the researcher, who went over the data in depth several times. The second step of the analysis was purposed to generate initial codes. In the current case, it was completed with the help of NVivo 11 software. Then the process continued with phases of possible theme search and reviewing those themes, and these were conducted manually. The last two steps of the analysis were focused on final definition of themes in the study and ended with a full report and discussion of the findings.
CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Participants with four different types of responsibilities in the education sector took part in this study. This included teachers with relevant teaching experience in PISA topic contents (e.g. mathematics and natural sciences including Physics, Chemistry and Biology), study managers, principals, and specialists who represented the Ministry of Education, Culture, Science and Sports of Mongolia. The research findings suggested that these four types of stakeholders should be grouped into two separate groups due to their level of work duties and responsibilities, as shown in Figure 4. The major stakeholders of the introduction of PISA in Mongolia could be divided into one group comprising school level stakeholders, such as secondary school teachers, study managers and principals. The other group comprised government level stakeholders, including relevant specialists who work for the Ministry. Further discussion of the research findings will focus on the perspectives of these two groups.

![Figure 4 Groups of major stakeholders involved in the introduction of PISA in Mongolia](image-url)
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The study shows that the needs of the country, acceptance of PISA into Mongolian National level policies and influence of international trends in accepting PISA, are major factors which may facilitate the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. These factors will be discussed in detail, beginning with a discussion of barriers to the introduction of PISA identified through the study.

INTRODUCTION OF PISA IN MONGOLIA: BARRIERS

Analysis of the interviews with participants identified three major barriers, which could have a significant impact on the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. The first and most influential barrier was differences in knowledge and information among the school level and government level stakeholders of the education sector. Two other barriers included the political impact of PISA on education and management related issues with regards to organizing the PISA cycle in 2021.

Table 3 compares stakeholders’ views in relation to these three barriers. For example, school level stakeholders acknowledged that they know less about PISA and its introduction in Mongolia, and this knowledge differentiation gap should be filled as urgent as possible. However, governmental level stakeholders possess enough knowledge on PISA and its introduction, and they do not see that filling such a gap is necessary.
Table 3 Findings concerning Types of Barriers based on the Conceptual framework of the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of barriers</th>
<th>political impacts on the education sector</th>
<th>management issues /time; finance, planning/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>knowledge differences among stakeholders</td>
<td>high impact on PISA introduction</td>
<td>influential barriers that should be eradicated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Status and positions of stakeholders on barriers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>school level:</th>
<th>ministerial level:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>knows less/ wants sophisticated information</td>
<td>knows much/ wants to share less sophisticated information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high impact on PISA introduction</td>
<td>less impact on PISA introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>influential barriers that should be eradicated</td>
<td>influential barriers that should be eradicated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Barriers: Knowledge difference about PISA**

**Information about PISA**

Stakeholders’ knowledge on what PISA entails considerably differed between the two groups. It was clear that the government level stakeholders knew more about PISA as they had researched the programme for both personal and official purposes. Moreover, they had heard of PISA while they were participating in international level conferences related to PISA on at least one occasion. As one government level stakeholder explained:

> As I remember...11 or 12 years ago, in 2007, I received the first information about PISA which defined it as the study of a 15-year-old child based on the unique aspect 'competence'.......When I recall the recent PISA information, this year our staff
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attended one-month training abroad where the latest information about PISA was discussed. So, I have heard that information as well. Gov1

From this extract, it can be seen that the specialist spent almost more than a decade working in the assessment field and during this period information about PISA was obtained from both direct (i.e. by attending conferences) and indirect (i.e. being informed by well-informed peers) sources. Similarly, another government level stakeholder stated:

I find I have well researched large-scale international assessments including PISA, TIMSS, NAEP, and later EGRA and EGMA…. In particular for PISA, I believe I have good knowledge about PISA because I am interested in these types of assessment programmes both personally and professionally… In addition, I also cited and referenced some PISA research in the thesis for my educational degree. Gov2

This second extract shows that the specialist not only had knowledge about PISA, but also had heard of and undertaken research about it and other similar programmes. Moreover, applying PISA related studies for academic purposes is a clear indication of person’s knowledge and dedication towards the subject. Notable is that this government official had the potential to share well-grounded and unbiased information about PISA and would have been a prime candidate to do so as he had a strong personal interest in the field.

However, the study found that information about PISA was quite insignificant among school level stakeholders. Only a few of them shared what they had heard from facilitators’ presentations during some annual professional training. All 8 participants from the school level stakeholder group indicated that their knowledge about PISA was limited. Indeed, most
of them said that the information provided during the data collection of this study was their first and broadest discussion about PISA. As the following school level stakeholders explained:

*It was said that Mongolian students were good at some aspects of the assessment.*

*That was many years ago. I don’t know other international assessments except that one. I only know how Mongolia’s Centre of Educational Assessment conducts assessment... Teacher 1*

*I've heard of it. Generally, I have a little information about it...Teacher 2*

*I don’t have enough information and I have not heard of it before...Study manager 2*

*I heard of something about PISA while I was attending trainings. I haven’t looked deeply into it, so I don’t know it well. Teacher 4*

*Well, that's what were informed of when I was participating in training (laughs) ... mmm ... (NAME AND TITLE OF THE OFFICIAL) ... of the Ministry said “PISA”. Study manager 1*

*...I don’t know much about PISA. I haven’t found much information about it after I went looking for information from the internet after I agreed to participate in your research interview... Teacher 3*

It can therefore be assumed that knowledge about PISA of school level personnel is much less and more limited than that which is known to government officials. All teachers seemed
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to know about PISA was that someone had mentioned it to them. Moreover, the way that
school level people generalised their understanding of PISA at the beginning of the
interviews was a further indication of their knowledge limitation. For example, PISA was
known as no more than a “ranking determined in terms of the educational quality of each
country” Teacher 2; as the “thing that defines the quality of international education” Study
manager 1; as the “thing that determines the level of education in the countries” Principal 2;
or as “the measurement for international recognition of student assessment” Principal 1.

Having different knowledge and understanding can be a barrier to the successful introduction
of new initiatives, such as PISA, particularly when it is considered as strategically applicable
for national educational and developmental purposes.

Poor Information from officials

It was also noticeable that the school level stakeholders had barely received any relevant
information on PISA and its introduction in Mongolia. Here are some points which describe
the situation:

We have poor information. Participating without knowing anything creates hesitation,
uncertainty, and suspicion. Teacher 1

...First, there is no information about PISA for children. None for parents, nor
teachers... Principal 1
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After having some information about PISA during the interviews, school level stakeholders expressed their interest in knowing more about the importance of the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. Most specifically, they were eager to understand why the country sought to introduce PISA and how its results would be applied in the future. Some quotes which expressed this general view are as follows:

...Most importantly we need to know the importance well... Teacher 1

...It is interesting why my country specifies the introduction of PISA. It is difficult to talk about PISA because I don’t know it well... Teacher 4

...So, we want to know about the PISA factors and features that have led Mongolia to choose it... Study manager 2

Moreover, some of school level stakeholders wanted to become more familiar with the findings of various studies on PISA, particularly studies that compared the achievements and effects of PISA on the education sector of participating countries or of its development. For instance:

...In particular, I guess, some countries, which are similar to our country's education characteristics, level, and economics, have probably participated in PISA before. So, what is their experience? It would be a good idea to compare their results. Study manager 2
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...compared research is essential. In other words, I want to know things like... “one country’s assessment level was like that and then as a result of participating in the PISA initiative, in such and such ways it was improved....” Teacher 2

...Now, for example, I want to know examples of other countries. I would like to receive some evidence of how their level was at the beginning of PISA and how they progressed through...Teacher 3

The most stressed point encompassing the views of school level stakeholders is that they thought it was essential for them to have more information in advance, including students and school communities. They thought that taking part in PISA with limited knowledge and understanding would decrease participants’ positive attitudes and genuine commitment towards the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. As some participants stated:

... It is apparent. I expect that PISA should be introduced after people acknowledge it. If they are permitted to participate in the PISA introduction process, then they will be happy to continue it... Teacher 2

...it is advisable that the reasons why PISA is essential for Mongolia are needed to be explained to teachers, schools and students. We teachers implement and work without knowing the reasons because the school director, Department of Education or Ministry of Education has told us so. Teachers’ opinions are not shared, and we don’t know about the reasons and what results will be achieved. We just do it because we have to do it... Teacher 4
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*I would like to know the essence of PISA. Some people may think “A useless examination has been conducted” because they don’t understand the essence of PISA.*

*Teacher 2*

Some of the school level participants also believed that discussions or trainings should be organised nationwide for them to have a successful introduction and implementation of PISA in Mongolia, particularly since they are considered to be responsible for any initiatives at the school level. Due to their current situation of being not well informed, they were concerned that their poor understanding of PISA could lead them into trouble during the introduction of PISA. Their points of view are shown in the following extracts,

*We need to discuss it in advance. Preparing is essential for any kind of testing. PISA is also the same. It is better to have a discussion beforehand and work on the results to be ready for PISA.* Principal 2

*...Trainings focused on providing clear information and direction for PISA must be organized among teachers. Understanding the importance and the reasons for introducing PISA must be provided. It is not good not knowing it...* Teacher 3

*... Even though we are talking about PISA and PISA, we don’t know what exam it is and what its levels are... what exactly will be included in this assessment? Exactly what?... however, it is being talked about as just PISA and PISA...* Teacher 1
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If we know the tasks and content of PISA, we will develop ourselves while we are teaching them to my students. It is totally impossible to introduce PISA since I don’t know anything about PISA… Teacher 2

Reluctance to share information about PISA

Although, school level stakeholders wanted to know more about PISA and they explained that their participation was essential, findings of the study revealed that governmental level stakeholders generally held an opposing view. However, it is necessary to mention that there were some participants who held a position in favour of informing teachers about PISA before it was implemented, as demonstrated by one of the government stakeholders who said that:

First, we have Institute for Teacher’s Professional Development. It holds core and basic teacher development trainings for teachers who are working in the fifth year, in the 10th year, and in the first year. So, in the content of these trainings, information about PISA should be included. The training should involve teachers who teach to target groups mmm to 15-year-olds. Also, it should explain the importance of PISA to teachers and advise them on how to prepare their pupils for PISA and to know features of the exam tasks… Gov 2

However, the majority of the well-informed participants in the study thought that since the country is going to apply PISA as a remedy for national education for the next generation,
they did not have to inform or to discuss PISA’s nuts and bolts with all the teachers and communities in advance. They said they preferred to just provide instruction level information if it was necessary. Ministerial stakeholders’ positions can be explained with three general themes. First, it was said that PISA is not a new phenomenon among school level people since the country has implemented similar assessment studies at the national level. It was mentioned that:

...in any case, first ... mmm ... every teacher knows that mmm every year the national study on student assessment and evaluation is taken and they generally understand its purposes. So, it is best to provide general information about PISA as it is. Obviously, it will be an organizational mistake causing risks to the results, if we just approach a school directly requiring them to involve a certain number of children in the PISA exam. Therefore, instead of a discussion, it is important to ensure the preparation for PISA by providing adequate information on how to prepare for participation. Gov 1

...in terms of organizing PISA, we conduct a Quality Assessment study at this national level, and the way we organize it is like PISA. So, there is no need to organize any other discussion in advance, instead we should from time to time inform schools with instructions of the PISA processes in Mongolia... Gov 4

Second, there was a belief that making high level ministerial personnel understand PISA before introducing the initiative would be an effective strategy.

It is a good idea that the Ministry should plan for PISA in cooperation with the professional organizations and reach a common understanding on PISA. According
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to these directions, Professional organizations mmm staff in these organizations such as ITPD, EEC and MIER should obtain common and consistent understanding and functions on PISA introduction. No matter how professional we are there is an effect of an individual’s perspective, so we should make roles and provide directions that are clear and common and follow them. There is no other way. Gov 3

Third, it was explained that the reason to avoid providing thorough information about PISA and having discussions among school level stakeholders was because PISA was going to be applied for research purposes only. For example:

...mmm... if I look from the State perspective, I think it is not necessary. Well, I see this research is not a kind of thing for political show (i.e. an event which mostly advertises the working results of political parties) or an election thing... Gov 1

As will be discussed in the next section, these distinct perspectives on the actions needed to decrease the knowledge differential between stakeholders could impact the quality of Mongolia’s participation in the first cycle of PISA in 2021.

Concerns of school level stakeholders if they lack information

According to school level stakeholders, if their information about PISA is insufficient it may lead them to exercise precaution, as well as disrespectful attitudes and criticism. Some of them were also concerned that the public could criticise the education sector if they were not well-informed about PISA before its introduction in Mongolia.
a) Precaution

As the main body for school level implementation of any initiative, school staff agreed that they needed information more than instructions. Because without information they are facing various precautions, such as what happens if the PISA is not consistent with what they teach:

... For us, the most anxious thing is what kinds of tasks will be given in the PISA exam materials... (smiles)...whether the given tasks are consistent with what we teach or not. Also, whether exam materials include what we teach our children or not. I believe that it [the implementation] is possible if we attend training on how to prepare for PISA and help our students to prepare for the examination... Teacher 1

...What I am really frightened of is when my pupils stake the PISA exam whether they may suffer as result of having completely different exam materials and tasks that I have not taught them yet. I have this anxious feeling... Teacher 3

Moreover, some of them were concerned that PISA might be applied as a tool monitors and assesses their work:

It's a very difficult thing to be assessed without knowing it (laughs). And then eventually, if the results are bad and we will be responsible for it. If it amounts to poor results, it is common that we will be judged and pressured, such as "Lessons were taught poorly." or “You have not worked well but the country is implementing such a good curriculum or programme. It's OK to have the pressure to do something,
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but for this programme it is different. Therefore, it is important to be aware of this programme, in advance. Study manager 2

Furthermore, some participants were concerned about whether the Mongolian education system would be ready for introducing PISA and whether the decision to introduce PISA was poorly researched:

Speaking of teachers …….they have a small preparation because of piloting a new curriculum. A small improvement has been achieved in our assessment procedures so far. In reality, it is difficult to say that we teachers are ready for PISA. Teacher 1

...So, I would like to ask that since the education system is not well developed currently, in this situation, what it's like to be tested for… …For me, I think it's a waste of time because it's not the time to be tested. I think...mmm...'Is it really necessary to be assessed?' Principal 2

...On the contrary, the ability of children to read in their mother tongue may be different in every child as the dimension of every vessel differs. One child can have 100% skill while another 85%, and some 45%. So, I think 15-year old children cannot get such an exam on the computer… Principal 1

...I will say that schools are not ready for PISA. I think that the techniques and equipment are not adequate as well as classrooms… Teacher 4

In my country, the assessment criteria and what contents should be included in the exam materials ...mmm…… Generally, we focus mainly on teaching the contents
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based on scientific theories and knowledge regarding Math. We have taught content more which is based on scientific knowledge. If exam material is based on assessing practical skills, then our students might complain that they have not studied such things in their lessons. Teacher 3

…Mongolians are talking about foreign countries experiences and piloting them without comparing Mongolian students’ skills and knowledge. In other words, there is no comparison that you are talking about. We just talk about foreign experiences and we bring them into my country. Those experiences are piloted without a comparison.

Teacher 2

b) Disrespectful attitudes

As described by participants, common disrespectful attitudes towards the introduction of PISA could be an issue when people do not know its purpose, its effectiveness and its possible applications. Two attitudes, namely ignorance and too much ambition for achieving high scores in PISA were identified by participants as concerning. In terms of ignorance, less-informed people could find PISA as a temporary initiative that could be changed soon, or its results could no longer be useful. Participants referred to these issues in the interviews both directly and indirectly. For example,

It is apparent that attitudes have changed due to lacking information and going without knowing what they are supposed to know. Yes, the most important thing is knowledge and information. It is possible to introduce PISA if teachers are
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*encouraged to understand, as well as students and parents realize the importance of PISA.* Teacher 1

...*Some people may think “A useless examination has been conducted because they don’t understand the essence of PISA.”* ...Teacher 2

...*PISA is just like a usual exam taken once, isn’t it?* Study manager 2

From the above examples we can see that participants suggested that the school communities should be well informed to have a consistent attitude toward the introduction of PISA. Moreover, the last statement (i.e. *... PISA is just like a usual exam taken once, isn’t it? Study manager 2*) demonstrates the exact example of ignorance which is caused by a knowledge differential.

On the other hand, some participants were also concerned that if the introduction of PISA is understood to be an exam in which students have to achieve high scores, then it will interfere with obtaining representative data about Mongolia. In other words, participants explained that if PISA was considered just an exam where high scores were the goal, it would complicate the other benefits of PISA for the Mongolian education system. For example, collecting various socio-economic data on students’ development or country specific factors affecting education quality would be missed. As the participants explained that,

...*personally, I suspect some organizational mistakes may cause the situation which may decrease PISA importance or make the results misleading. For example, it is not common, but some people in the PISA preparation team may attempt to open PISA*
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exam materials to the public in advance or help students during the exam, to increase the chances of getting high scores. To me it can happen if people do not understand the purpose and the importance of the introduction of PISA well. Study manager 2

...teachers who teach PISA subjects and people who are going to organize the examination should have clear direction about PISA. It is not favourable to organize PISA when teachers have a different understanding. Teachers need to understand that the results of PISA will not influence their personal success and work evaluation and monitoring. Teacher 3

c) Criticism among school stakeholders and public as concern

As discussed by participants, a lack of information could lead to criticisms among school stakeholders against the PISA initiative which could inhibit a successful introduction of it. According to some participants introducing PISA as a new initiative raised criticism among teachers because of pressures associated with change and related to new and constant reforms in the sector. Such a notion was articulated by a participant who said:

The best way would be for teachers to have information that PISA is not a brand-new thing. It should be explained that this will be consistent with your piloting curriculum ‘in these and those ways’. Teacher 1

Furthermore, the Sector could also be criticised for not informing people about why and how the country decided to accept PISA as an important initiative. Such as,
...Mongolians are talking about foreign countries experiences and piloting them without comparing Mongolian students’ skills and knowledge. In other words, there is no comparison that you are talking about. We just talk about foreign experiences and we bring them into my country. Those experiences are piloted without a comparison. Teacher 2

In addition, participants provided a warning that the introduction of PISA could be criticized among school stakeholders, if they were to have a misunderstanding about PISA and its purposes. For example,

Some teachers don’t like being assessed because many exams are frequently conducted, and their workload is increasing. They might think ‘another examination and another examination’ and as a result they become fed up with the new initiative. Teacher 2

Moreover, since the cost of PISA is considerably high for developing countries, the government could be criticised by the public because other urgent issues requiring financial assistance need to be resolved first. In terms of the effectiveness of the state’s budget, school stakeholders and the public may blame policymakers if they do not know the reasons and purpose of the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. Participants in the study expressed their desire to be informed and suggested that the public be informed, of at least why introducing PISA in 2021 is worth spending the state’s budget on, as well as whether there are urgent issues that require answers in the education sector of the country. Participants warned that such a vague situation may lead people to believe that the introduction of PISA is a means to provide an opportunity for authorities to gain their own ‘economic benefits’. For instance:
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...Yes, it is essential to provide information for everything. Nowadays, people are suspicious like 'whose business is going to benefit when an initiative is introduced'. Who and what reasons are the basis to introduce this new thing? Now, many curricula have been piloted in our education system. Therefore, people might tend to suspect that PISA for 15-year-old students will be introduced for fulfilling someone's interest in 'economic benefits'. Teacher 3

...Social attitudes and understanding mmm... attitudes have not changed yet, so it means it's necessary to change public perceptions.... Gov 2

It does not matter to me, for example, the different criticisms made by people, such as 'PISA is business for profit', 'tools for rich countries raising their reputation,' and 'work of wealthy countries' etc... Gov 3

From the perspective of ministerial level people, they did not consider the existing knowledge differential among the stakeholders to be a barrier, because they assumed that Mongolia would only expect to collect comparative base data about the education system and on the human development aspects (e.g., cognitive, affective and psycho-motor) of the adolescents from the first PISA participation as mentioned in the following extracts.

For the pros of PISA... mmm... I hope I covered it in my previous talk. However, if I discuss it in general, first, it [participating in PISA]is an advantage which provides an opportunity for Mongolia to compare and identify the education competence of the country [compared to the world]. Gov 3
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In terms of three main domains of human development including cognitive, affective and psycho-motor...For Mongolia, we need to do something to identify elements which are affecting the cognitive domain of adolescent development. Currently we do not exactly identify the status of Mongolian adolescents’ general cognitive domain. To me, therefore, for this reason PISA is the first and most important pillar. Gov 1

Accordingly, they thought that it would be reasonable and sufficient to provide school level people with general information and guidance at the time of their actual participation in implementing PISA. However, such a perspective may not be considered a barrier, only if the PISA applicants have a common understanding and expectations about the basics of the initiative in advance. The following extracts clearly indicate that stakeholders of this study do not have a common and consistent understanding of PISA and its introduction into the country. As some participants explained:

No, no. [I know] Almost... nothing. I am aware that people may criticize that "Why this person does not have any information about this national policy." Actually, I do not know much about PISA nor do the teachers. Principal 1

It is a good idea that the Ministry should plan for PISA in cooperation with the professional organizations and reach a common understanding on PISA. According to these directions, Professional organizations mmm staff in these organizations such as ITPD, EEC and MIER should obtain common and consistent understanding and functions on the introduction of PISA. No matter how professional we are, there is an
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*effect of an individual’s perspective, so we should make roles and directions clear and common and follow them. There is no other way. Gov 3*

**Barriers: Political impact on education**

Since the PISA initiative was mentioned as part of the highly strategic purposes of the country, the participants raised some points about political issues that could present as barriers to the introduction of PISA. In both direct and latent ways, most participants acknowledged that political power facilitates or blocks any decisions related to the education sector.

In terms of the introduction of PISA, some participants directly expressed their opinion based on their past observations and experiences in similar situations in the education system. They could foresee that political power could be considered a barrier because it could pause or suspend the process of the introduction of PISA in 2021; and it could cause trouble with regard to human resource stability.

For instance, some participants thought that the current change in the government of Mongolia could pause or suspend the introduction of PISA, because they observed that policies in the education system tend to be unstable when the ruling party changes. This point was stressed by some participants who remarked that…

*This may become a barrier when PISA is introduced.... obviously, it will become a barrier in a country like Mongolia where people connect everything to politics.*

*Teacher 1*
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This is obviously a big barrier in the Mongolian society when a political party wins an election and they hold the state power. So, initiatives that a previous political party had launched have been automatically condemned and stopped. Some initiatives have completely changed. This pattern has lasted for last 10 years ... almost 10-20 years. Our political system has become like this. I think this might be repeated in the near future. Teacher 2

It is possible. Somehow, for example, the previous minister had set a goal of taking part in a qualitative evaluation in 2021, while we would not deny the situation that the other minister appointed from the opposite party may resist implementing it. Perhaps it is a cause for keeping still and remaining silent about the introduction of PISA in 2021. So, if there is no stable continuation of the policy, and if the situation in which conflict directly occurs on the continuing work of the former party when the new party won mmm ... if such a situation does not stop, it will not deny that there will be an impact caused by power on introduction and implementation of PISA. Gov 2

Moreover, participants suggested that political power could cause trouble with regard to human resource stability for the introduction of PISA, since the knowledge management of the current and prospective initiates in the education system are highly dependent on the people who are in charge of it.

Well, this is a thing that ... politically our country becomes unstable a lot. So, if the employee who was responsible for PISA was given his job, the relevant issues...
would be diminished... Especially since the PISA is an international level study, the MECSS is in charge of its introduction, it may cause such instability. Gov 3

...at the time of change in the ruling party, from there they appoint their staff. He/ or She comes and proposes this policy. Regardless of how a policy has taken place before, and without considering the consistence among the policies, the authority firmly assists their own determination. Such a situation has been existing for a long time. Gov 2

While the rest of the participants whether they did not explicitly express such an opinion, their sharing of past experiences indicated that political power could be a barrier to the introduction of PISA. Some of them stated that the introduction and suspension of initiatives in the education system were highly dependent on political power. Such as,

_PISA might become an initiative which may belong to a former ruling political party now. In my country a piloting curriculum has changed due to winning of a new political party. Even terminologies and contents were changed because of that. I wish that hadn’t happened._ Teacher 3

_Mongolian teachers have been piloting many curricula for many years as political party and high officials have changed in 4 years. Every political change influences our national curriculum and plan. We try to work by implementing and piloting those changes in curriculum in accordance with the guidance given by high officials. We never complain it is not possible and it cannot be done._ Teacher 4
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There is nothing to deny such a situation. It is maybe the same in Mongolia, because there is some tendency to dislike the former government. To my mind, if there is a mistake, we can try fixing it and keep going on. Study manager 2

Participants also shared similar opinions that people who have authoritative positions in the system have the power to impact the policy implementation such as the governmental principle to introduce PISA in Mongolia. As participants exclaimed:

...It depends only on the person in charge of the sector of our country. Gov 4

... While I have been working at this laboratory school for last 5-6 years, our ministry of education may have been changed 3 ...no... 4 times. As the ministry has been changed, a new thing and initiative has been introduced in the education system. We are required to work towards that change like “A thread follows its needle” Teacher 4

... And most importantly, the most essential thing is that the education policy should not be dependent on politics and the policy should continue in the same way as it was first developed. It’s only for the educational system. Principal 2

Yes, it happens. When a new minister was appointed, the direction of our reform was changed. When another one is appointed, the main guidance and direction was again changed. As a result, a chaotic rustle arises and sometimes we don’t know what to do. Teacher 1
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Well, for me, mmm... I observed that people had an expectation in relation to introducing PISA soon. They were observing the whole process like “Well, PISA is approved in the policy”. Even after the election when the ruling party was changed, we still had some hesitation, such as “What will be the new government’s decision, whether they agree to participate in PISA or not” and, we were worried whether principles included in the state policy on education would be implemented or not, what if it would not happen. Gov 3

As discussed above, there were number of participants who were concerned that the introduction of PISA could be suspended because of new ruling party that had commenced governing in 2016. However, a few of the participants denied the possibility of a political impact which could prevent the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. Such as:

Well, that’s Ok. This is a possible problem, but this is not the case in Mongolia. There is some circumstance in which such a power causes change in our history. Even though, I think, for PISA the same thing will not happen. Gov 1

I do not think so. Once our country has set goals to introduce the internationally accepted assessment program in the country, one person or another party that has just obtained power to rule will not change it. No, it won’t. I believe it’s still possible to continue the purpose. Principal 1

Well, politically, this is OK. Gov 4
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*It also becomes a support and a resource if high officials have a positive opinion on introducing PISA. Gov 2*

*Our country has included PISA as an objective. However, currently if the situation demands to change it or an authority deems it should change somehow, in advance of making his or her final decision, it is certain that the current official will thoroughly research and consider a reason why the former official raised such an objective. Gov 3*

From these extracts, it can be clearly seen that the power of individuals is highly influential with regard to the decision-making processes in the education sector of Mongolia. Especially, since the participants agreed with the point that, officials, who are in charge of ruling the education sector, have the right to establish or suspend relevant initiatives including policies and principles.

Legally, all ministers are appointed by the prime minister who is the representative of the ruling party in Mongolia. Since ministers are politically appointed, it is understandable that policies may be impacted by political power if there is no clear and sustainable legislation in the sector. Therefore, the decision of introducing PISA for the first time in 2021 could be that it is suspended or continued depending on how the new ruling government of the country considers its importance. Furthermore, such decisions could be highly dependent on the foundation and sustainability of the documents in which the country presented the argument for the introduction of PISA in Mongolia.
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**Barriers: Management related issues**

Time, finance and resources are management related issues which can be considered barriers to the introduction of PISA and these are discussed below. As study participants pointed out these issues which may be perceived as minor difficulties, become barriers with poor planning and application...

**Management related issues: Timeframe for the introduction of PISA**

According to participants, the timeframe for introducing PISA was a two-sided barrier. On the one hand some of the participants suggested that this is not the suitable time to introduce PISA to Mongolia. On the other hand, the international timeframe for PISA requires that the country to take urgent action.

Because of ongoing reforms in the education sector, most of the school level people, teachers as well as students, indicated that more time was needed to participate in such an assessment. Some participants suggested that the country should introduce PISA when the education system is better developed. For example,

> So, I would like to ask that yet, we have not developed the education system well, then what aspects shall we be assessed for. I mean we are not ready in terms of the time,
> Principal 2

Some participants took the position that the timing for the introduction of PISA was not appropriate for teachers. Participants assumed that teachers would not be ready because they are not well accustomed to the ongoing reforms and renovations in the system, particularly in
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terms curriculum changes. Hence, they anticipated that the introduction of PISA would cause some tensions for teachers, such as

Well, we were implementing the Cambridge model of the curriculum first, then it is said that the name changed to Tsum. However, we noticed at least a slight difference between these two. I think it’s not the right time to introduce PISA because teachers are not well experienced now. It’s far better if it is introduced when the time teachers feel confident about their experience on how to implement the curriculum reform saying like “That’s the way it is.” Study manager 1

It may require plenty of time. Both children and teachers are not ready for piloting new experiments immediately, so much time might be needed. Speaking of teachers ……they have small preparation time as a result of piloting a new curriculum. A small improvement has been achieved in our assessment procedures so far. In reality, it is difficult to say that we teachers are ready for PISA. Teacher 1

The issue of the timeframe was also considered a problem when participants discussed the perspectives of students. Participants thought that to qualify the level of assessment Mongolia needed more time to prepare fifteen-year-old students.

When we begin to introduce this programme, when the examination on the math and natural science is held, there must be some average score which indicates the skill level of students, is that right … in this case, in my view, currently, we are not prepared to reach those indicators. Principal 1
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*It varies from child to child. Children have a variety of knowledge and skill levels.*

*Yes, they are not ready. Teacher 2*

*...anyway, our children are not ready to be assessed at the international level maybe with similar assessment to the American level. Also, the availability of training equipment for competency-based learning is insufficient in schools... Principal 2*

Furthermore, some participants were apprehensive that the country would be unable to participate in the PISA 2021 cycle because of not meeting the requirements of timeframe. In other words, some participants criticised the government for delaying the process and for being less attentive to PISA related issues. For instance, some government level stakeholders indicated that the timeframe could be a challenge for Mongolia because to keep up with the PISA process and timeframe for its introduction, the country should hurry to take the necessary steps. As participants explained:

*However, we still have less time... Well, you know PISA-D. PISA for Development...*  

*For example, we are late for it. Last November, Bhutan was registered as the last country, which was may be 8th or the 9th country. I remember it was last November, in 2017. So, we cannot participate in PISA-D, but we still have a chance to take part in PISA. But it is necessary to take essential steps and act quickly. We need to hurry. Gov 2*  

*...especially, to compare with previous experiences ... I was attending two or three training sessions on TIMSS, for example one was held abroad... others were organised here... at these training sessions mmm I have noticed that because of poor*
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time management we made some mistakes when we were participating in TIMSS before. Gov 1

Management related issues: Finance

Apart from time management issues, resolving the financial requirements for the introduction of PISA could be identified as one of the considerable barriers. In relation to finance participants took two distinct positions. Namely, the majority of study participants felt that financing PISA would be a problem for country because of the economic difficulties currently occurring in Mongolia. However, other participants believed that Mongolia has the financial capacity to pay for PISA if decision makers accept that Mongolia’s participation in PISA is vital.

The following extracts show how some participants believed that paying PISA’s fee and costs would present as a barrier to the introduction of PISA because some participants felt that the change in the country’s government would also cause changes in the financing of current and prospective principles for the education system.

...originally, exactly ...the high officials of our country know the money in terms of financing. Most importantly, they might support it if they are aware of and realize the goal and importance of PISA. Teacher 1

Even for us, if we are about to implement or do one thing, we all stand out because of financial problems. Principal 1
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Mmm.... The participating fee is quite high. The country pays that fee. Therefore, high officials might not introduce PISA due to financial problems. It is beneficial that the exams are taken in every 3 years if it is introduced. Teacher 2

As I mentioned before, if the issues regarding budget and financing are not decided and there is no money, we can’t even participate in PISA or other projects. Principal

Moreover, some participants held the position that funding for the introduction of PISA would be barrier in Mongolia, because they estimated that the general economic capacity of the country was low.

It is difficult to talk about financial possibilities of my country. A very small amount of money is spent in the education system. Now, exactly, what... mmm... Generally, the finance cannot spend for .... Teacher 1

In my opinion, if we need to fund it based on our domestic resources...mmm..., or I mean, there is little chance of financing from GDP of the country. Gov 1

...on this financial issue, the thing I am hesitating about is that, in terms of economic capacities, our country can pay such a cost or not. Gov 3

Some participants saw the financial cost as a barrier because they assumed that the country would be unable to finance PISA’s cost and fees because of the current social and economic conditions in Mongolia. For example:
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In the case of the country I cannot say anything. It is difficult to participate in such a high cost assessment, even nowadays the country is facing difficulties in paying salaries. Well, on the other hand, if there is such an amount of money available, for sure it will be a facilitator. Principal 2

Mmmm... if we consider the current social situation, it does not seem possible nowadays. Study manager 2

Speaking of the Mongolian situation, teachers initiated a strike for increasing our salary a few months ago. The Government responded that it was totally impossible to accept our request because Mongolia had a contract with the International Monetary Fund, so the Mongolian State Budget had to be tight. I cannot say this condition might influence the introduction of PISA. High officials have already estimated these kinds of barriers since they realized the importance of PISA and decided to allocate it a relevant budget. Teacher 4

The financing can become a barrier because my country has a financial crisis now. Study manager 1

Another group of people who were more optimistic about money related issues associated with the introduction of PISA expressed their position as they believed that the country had the economic capacity to introduce PISA as a priority. The following quotes illustrate these points
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Even though it is very difficult for Mongolia to pay for fees to participate and organize in PISA due to the current economic situation, I hope the required budget can be allocated by our government as a whole country. Teacher 3

If the entry into PISA is vital, the government will budget for it. Gov 4

Since it is informed that a big percentage of the state budget is spent in the education sector as well as there is a strong need for renewing and improving our assessment and a necessity of PISA in my country, this initiative should be supported and regulated. Study manager 1

In addition, some participants held the view that finance cannot be barrier to the introduction of PISA because they believed that such a principle included in a government level policy would be worth spending the national budget on. Moreover, since it has been included in the policy, the participants felt that the necessary funding for PISA would have initially been well-planned.

Mmm, but it is usually said that at least 20% of the budget is spent on education. If that's right, it's probably worth spending the money for it. Study manager 2

With respect to budget potentials, since PISA has many years of international experience, there is a fixed amount of cost per child that they are planning on, for example, the Mongolian population is more than 3 million and from the population PISA will involve certain number of children who are studying to acquire secondary
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education, such and such. So, considering our country's potential, it must have been reflected on national level goals. Gov 3

Management related issues: Planning

The last management related issue is planning for the PISA 2021 cycle. According to government level participants to take part in this cycle Mongolia should have good management. Participants especially emphasized the importance of taking decisive steps towards the introduction of PISA. Furthermore, some participants claimed that the country lacks sophisticated planning. As discussed with participants it seems hard to get consistent and confirmed information about the country’s aim to introduce PISA.

Moreover, some interesting points that the study sought answers to remained unclear. For example, having clear information about the action plan for the introduction of PISA, becoming familiar with responsible bodies, to see documents related to finance or to know the ways in which the country expected to use PISA results and outcomes. The extracts below prove these points well, for example:

With regard to the action plan for the introduction of PISA participants expressed a view that,

So, what we did until now is that we set a goal to take part in 2021. Although, I really won’t believe that there is any study or estimation on what it meant, how much it would cost us, how much it would cost to register, how much it costs to organize it. So, I cannot give clear information about where this work process is now. Gov 2

No steps have been taken at this time. Gov 1
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So, on the other hand, "Planning" and "Management" may cause many different challenges. Gov 4

In other words, although the goal is included as an aspect in the state principles of the education, it should be divided into a separate plan; I mean... that has to be broken down into a plan. So, let me think, it was approved by the government in 2014, and by 2021, for 7 years, I hope actions will be planned during 7 year period within the assessment framework of the Ministry of Education. I guess there are first tasks such as doing monitoring research or something else. Gov 3

As for actions towards preparing responsible bodies for the introduction of PISA one participant expressed a view that:

    We need to appoint a National Project Manager whom we regularly send to consultation meetings. We need to prepare those who work at the managerial level.

As for a national project manager, he or she should be specialized in the assessment and measurement field, must have high-level English proficiency, and to be well-experienced the research field at least. If we progress in this way, we might answer the question of how much we have prepared such experts in the education sector. Gov 2

Some participants hesitated about the approval of the document to finance PISA and the possible usage of PISA results and outcomes for the country.
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I do not know what’s going on right now. It might be clear if you ask these finance things from the Ministry of Finance. To me there is no information in this area. Gov 1

According to the information I have read, I am not aware of anything like that Mongolia has such and such expectations from PISA. Gov 3

Having discussed barriers to the introduction of PISA, this next section presents study findings which represent strong facilitators for the first participation of Mongolia in the PISA 2021 cycle.

THE INTRODUCTION OF PISA: FACILITATORS

As expected, this study found that the needs of the country, acceptance of PISA into Mongolian National level policies and the influence of international trends in accepting PISA were identified as major factors that would facilitate the introduction of PISA in Mongolia (see Table 4). The needs of the country, acceptance of PISA into Mongolian National level policies and the influence of international trends in accepting PISA were the main facilitators and these can be applied to eradicate the three major barriers identified in the study. As shown in Table 4, the governmentally approved principle to introduce PISA in 2021 and the Sustainable Development Goal-2030 of the country for the UN can be considered as examples of how the country accepted the introduction of PISA at the National level.
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Table 4 Findings concerning Types of Barriers based on the Conceptual framework of the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilitators</th>
<th>acceptance of PISA in the national level policies</th>
<th>influence of international trend to accept PISA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>needs of the country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) getting internationally accepted comparative data on outcomes of adolescent education</td>
<td>e.g. governmentally approving “Principle to introduce PISA in 2021” and “The Sustainable Development Goal-2030 of the country for the UN”</td>
<td>e.g. assuming participation in PISA as a global trend which attracts countries ‘to be compared’ internationally; expecting changes from PISA in Mongolian education, similarly PISA shock causes reforms in education sectors of the countries;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) finding solutions on improving educational assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) confirming the results of the newly reformed national curriculum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Facilitators: The needs of the country

According to study participants there were three strong needs which would persuade the country to take part in the upcoming PISA cycle. These included getting internationally accepted comparative data on outcomes of adolescent education, to find solutions on improving educational assessment and to confirm the results of the newly reformed national curriculum.

Some participants suggested that Mongolia would participate in PISA because there is a necessity to compare the education level of the adolescents internationally and to obtain comparative data which could be used not only for educational but also socio-economic
purposes in Mongolia. On this issue, governmental level participants expressed their views in the following ways:

...Generally speaking, if Mongolia receives information like “results of PISA questionnaire and exams show that such and such things are affecting the success of students, for example the role of a parent or a parent's understanding of the child”, it is possible that the country can apply that baseline data in order to develop a policy to solve relevant problems. Gov 3

...And by introducing it, we must consider not only implementation, but also we need to identify actions that should be taken in this field no matter whether it is an issue of curriculum or for the system. Gov 2

It seems that the country wants this because it was planning to look at what our curriculum is all about, how well it meets the competence level of international children, and so on. Gov 4

...The reason why Mongolia is entering it is to diagnose the current state of the situation... And if we are in PISA, we will find our further way of orientation. In other words, I understand that Mongolia is focusing on something like "where is the starting point of our country in PISA”? Gov 1

For the school level people, they find such comparative data would be necessary for reasons, such as to define current education quality and standards compared to international levels, as the following participants explained.
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There must be assessment renovation and we must follow international standards.

Furthermore, we need to estimate how those foreign country’s experiences are compatible with the Mongolian environment. Principal 1

I realized that our Mongolia is participating in PISA and will recognize the quality of education in the international arena. Study manager 1

Participants also thought it would help Mongolia get a proper understanding of students’ educational achievements compared to international students, as the following teachers indicated.

...it may enable teachers to know their students’ level comparing with the international rating. Also, we will know our teaching outcomes and preparation level. I think teachers need to have as many as possible external examinations. As external exams are frequently taken, teachers will analyse their teaching and they will find out where they made mistakes. Teacher 2

Generally speaking, if the examination is organized fairly, even parents will know their children’s level. The parents will pay attention to their children’s weak points to have definite guidance on how they can contribute on their children’s knowledge and skills. Paying attention to children helps their further development. I think these possibilities might happen. Teacher 3

Obtaining approval concerning the quality of education was another possible outcome for Mongolia being part of PISA. As one study manager exclaimed:
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People say that our education is poor. But in fact, is our education really bad or is not it? We should make it clear. Study manager 2

Furthermore, in terms of a researcher’s perspective, the ministerial level stakeholders emphasised the significance of obtaining data from Mongolia’s participation in PISA. For example, they specified that PISA would enable the country to obtain externally analysed and reliable base indicators that can represent education quality and the academic development of children in the country.

From the perspective of the researcher, we have to make sure that we are going to have a certain degree of justification for implementing any major reforms. Based on this view, I think that we should see such justifications from external studies like PISA. Therefore, we have to include this type of assessment. Generally speaking, we have to take part in either of these - PISA or TIMSS or PIRLS. However, the results should be realistic. It should be true. Gov 2

In 2030 we will define what our Mongolian child should be like. Well, the main concept I have obtained so far is that with regards to the planning we must do by 2030, it is a good idea to find out certain results of the diagnosis that external auditors provide, such as the PISA organizers, who are saying "you are going there or here". Of course, it does not mean that we believe PISA will tell us everything. However, I think somehow, we have to have an external review of the education sector and look at the findings by comparing them to our real situation and then we must think of the next steps in the industry. Gov 1
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So, in the case of research, external assessment is considered more important than self-assessment, so if I am asked to encourage PISA, I will raise both my arms and legs. Gov 3

Moreover, participants agreed that the assessment is the controversial issue for the education sector which in need of urgent and significant improvement. Therefore, seeking solutions for improving educational assessment might be another reason to set the goal to participate in PISA. Study stakeholders explained with comments such as:

Although I think assessment of PISA is needed, I don’t know what exactly what assessment is included. Teacher 1

In mathematics and natural sciences, because of piloting the core curriculum and curriculum reform, three types of tasks such as knowledge, skills and application are used for the assessment. The direction of the State exams and university entrance examinations are focused on this. There are some difficulties to assess and teach some content of mathematics in terms of how it is used in real life situations. Materials, methodologies and tasks for the assessment which define children’s skills are not good for teachers. Even, assessment related topics have not been mentioned at trainings for teachers’ skill improvement. Teacher 4

Particularly, the issue of evaluation is still in our education sector. Gov 1

For us, from the time we first met with students, we do our job, but we do not even focus on what we have done for those children in the end. In other words, it is much
less in terms of assessing the outcome of own work. In general, we are lacking how to make a final evaluation or assessment. Gov 3

It is so beneficial for us to have this assessment which complies with international standards. I am sure that this kind of thing is necessary for us in the near future. Students are choosing private commercial companies which run student exchange activities when they want to study abroad without taking exams because Mongolia doesn’t have a general assessment like this. Teacher 2

From the study findings, it can also be seen that confirming the results of a newly reformed national curriculum might be a need in the country and this will facilitate a decision to take part in PISA. For example, ministerial level people indicated that the primary goal of participating PISA 2021 would be the relevance PISA in regard to this need of the country, as shown in the following extracts.

Also, countries take part in PISA with a clear goal and some expectations. That is considered to be possible in our country as well. Because by 2021, since the curriculum reform will be almost seven ... mmm ... about seven or eight years will have been passed. Its result will be considered as a result, such as an outcome of impact evaluation, which defines what the exact effect was. Gov 2

For me, this is a great support. For example, in recent years, especially in 2012, Mongolia intensely made its educational reforms. Generally, the curriculum and its contents were updated quite well regarding current social and educational trends which are accepted at international levels. Gov 4
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*Our country may have planned that first, PISA should be introduced in 2021 through the implementation of the reformed curriculum and the country may aim to see the outcome of its implementation. Generally, from 2012 to 2021, it equals a 9-year period, so it can be considered as the end of the implementation of the reformed secondary education curriculum in which first graders focused on obtaining special and general skills from their 9-year learning process. Gov 3

Not only governmental level stakeholders but also school stakeholders proposed that the government could prioritize PISA because they need external methods to monitor and evaluate the outcomes of the curriculum reform. Such a sentiment was mentioned in the following extract.

*They might want to know the outcome of renewed curriculum (core curriculum) or to be assessed and there are certain reasons and incentives. Teacher 4

**Facilitators: Acceptance of PISA into Mongolian National level policies**

The findings of the study reveal that accepting and approving PISA as important in the Mongolian strategic and national level policies would facilitate its introduction in Mongolia. First, considering the general structure of policymaking in Mongolia, some participants felt that the governmentally approved principle to introduce PISA in 2021 would have the potential to sustain it in the future. The ways in which certain policy goes through the policymaking process is clearly described in the following extracts.

*In general, government policy is organized in a hierarchical order. Having set a goal
to participate in PISA at the ministerial and the governmental level and then having it approved by the State Great Khural is not such a common thing. Therefore, it is not possible to be modified even if the next authority or the new government comes out. There is no way to change it unless the government decides on it and it is discussed again through legitimate legal processes. People used to tell us about some issues that when one authority comes, one thing is stated while another authority comes out, another thing is considered. Mmm...however, well... it’s different from issue to issue: for some it is possible to be modified while others are not to be done so. So...what's the point in that... someone who is in power if he or she really wanted, this principle would not have been the aim. Gov 3

Apart from the above extract, the rest of the governmental level participants agreed that the introduction of PISA being included in Mongolian State level policies was an important goal. Moreover, some of the participants suggested that such inclusion in a high-level policy, such as the Sustainable Development Goal, would be an indicator that Mongolia would take part in PISA 2021. Extracts supporting this view include as follows,

"Generally, Mongolia has issued "State Policy on Education for 2016-2024". Within that policy, it is included that, in 2021, general secondary education will be assessed against international quality standards, such as PISA. Gov 1"

"...In any case, it has been included in the policy paper. Gov 4"

"...The government has been supporting the participation of PISA in 2021 and approved it in the education policy documents. Gov 2"
It was included in the Government Action Plan, so it is in the framework of sustainable development. As well as, this purpose mentioned during the recent National Conference for sustainable education. As a result of this conference, I find that our Ministry and its management level officials have somehow delivered comments to the public. Gov 3

Facilitators: influence of international trends for accepting PISA

More and more new countries are participating in PISA year by year and its results are accepted as important in most countries. There are numerous well researched examples of how PISA shock caused reforms in education sectors of the countries and in what ways PISA findings impacted them (Ertl, 2006). Except for its high acceptance at the international level, perhaps participating in PISA can be defined as a global trend which attracts countries ‘to be compared’ internationally (Engel & Frizzell, 2015). Therefore, it can be a facilitator which pushes Mongolia to make such a decision. Below are some examples which indicate what participants understand about being compared internationally and what they expect from such comparisons. For example, some participants felt that being compared by PISA is necessary because it will enable the country to see where the level and quality of Mongolian education among others is placed.

In the case of the country, this assessment will determine the level of educational outcomes of our education sector. Principal 1

...Let's look at where we are in the world. Study manager 2

Taking whole perspective of the country, knowing where the quality of the education
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sector at the international level is one of the important issues. Well, in terms of PISA quality and suitability, I am in favour of Mongolian participation not regardless of PISA or any other assessment even it is once only. Gov 3

It is also believed that PISA will provide information of the actual education level of Mongolian students compared to other countries since the assessment includes children who are just or about to finish compulsory secondary education in Mongolia. As the following teachers explained,

*I support this personally. There should be an assessment policy. Children’s general level needs to be assessed and compared with other countries’ level. Teacher 2*

*Children who acquired the compulsory education progress in general education in their chosen specializations. Then, children need to know their level. Teacher 1*

Another point which emphasised such comparisons is that some participants thought PISA could be helpful for Mongolia not only for defining the present situation of the education sector but also for getting guidance for future upgrades and reforms in the sector. This point is clearly shown below.

*The first year of participating in PISA will enable us to make comparisons. Our participation in the following round will enable us to define our priorities and directions which we will need to concentrate on. Teacher 3*

Some participants thought Mongolia should compare its education quality with international assessments because some former participating countries acknowledge their PISA results and
share something positive about PISA. In other words, as discussed in the following quotes, all participants had heard of and had understood that PISA was an effective and necessary measurement in which countries must participate to be ‘compared’.

... Once we participated in IT training in Korea. Koreans were proud of themselves that they are ranked at top in the world in relation to PISA. I remember that. I obtained the initial knowledge about PISA from that training and I realized that PISA is very important. I noticed that they were boastful of high-ranking status in the PISA wherever we visited in that country. ...After then, even though I have been keeping in mind that the importance of PISA is high, I don’t know exactly what it is. I have an opinion that I wish my country should implement PISA since I knew that Koreas were so boastful of their students who can learn in any countries in the world without any difficulties. Teacher 1

It was talked about at one of our courses. ... mmm ... Finnish is the most ... mmmm .... its children ... mmm... it is ranked in the first place in the world by its quality of education Principal 2

Like Kyrgyzstan, they are still in PISA. So, we have to get into it too. Gov 2

From the example of Singapore, they have presented their results like “we first participated in PISA in that year and were assessed in that way on those issues therefore we did such and such things to improve our condition. It was done and reached that level”. From these expressions, it was observed that the Singaporean education sector was aligned with the results of PISA and that the results were of
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great significance. So, I've seen such a structured international survey, which possesses quite a high reputation. Gov 3

In addition, Mongolian participation in PISA or other similar assessments are considered compulsory because participants believed that certain international standards for education quality exist and the country should be compared against them by participating in such assessments. In this way the quality of education in Mongolia will be accepted and approved at an international level.

If we did not do it in 2021, we would have to qualify for international quality assessment one day, sooner or later it doesn’t matter. Gov 2

Mongolian education and its quality will be accepted at an international level.

Teacher 1

Moreover, one participant suggested that Mongolia should take part in PISA when the results would be reliable and valid for development of the country, as well as the education sector.

Why don’t we become involved in PISA if it can detect by at least 50% of validity and reliability between the factors: quality of education and socio-economic factors of the country... Study manager 2

Apart from acknowledging PISA’s importance, some participants guessed that the country would participate in PISA just because of its interest in keeping up with common trends in the world. For instance,
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First, (laughs) our country likes to mimic various things. Taking part in assessments and something like that seems to be a country of interest. (laughs), isn’t it? In particular, it seems like the country is fond of participating in something to compare itself to others. Study manager 2

Finally, PISA was expected as an assessment that would provide information about the knowledge and skill level of Mongolian students and would indicate whether they would meet the learning requirements of foreign universities.

I think that possibilities may increase in the admission of Mongolian students at international famous universities if Mongolia receives high scores on PISA and the assessment of my children’s knowledge and skills are high. It would be thought that children pass at PISA exams. So, children may be invited to study there and children may be supportive because they might find it as a studying abroad opportunity. This may become an incentive to children. Teacher2

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Participants of this study made numerous recommendations for the introduction of PISA based on their experience and knowledge within the education sector of Mongolia. These are discussed in the next section.

Participants from the school level expected that their lack of power would not be a barrier for them to implement PISA, provided policymakers and upper level authorities would make PISA and related policies adequate by keeping the underpinnings of PISA consistent, and
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most importantly by paying attention to the contribution of PISA to child development. Participants wanted to be sure about PISA’s reliability and validity in order to assess students’ development. It was thought that in this way, differences in the information available among stakeholders of the education sector could be minimised. The following statements alluded to this view.

_Basically, decisions of the rulers may affect people at the upper levels, such as it will impact on the actions of the government, the ITPD or the EEC. Not on ours. At lower levels, no matter what the authority is, if the policy is developed adequately and if it is also for the development, we keep doing things appointed to us._ Principal 2

_It is important that if people at the upper level of the system keep their understanding consistent, make sure that their decision is aimed at developing our children in the way we want and improve how we assess the skills of those developing children. In addition, it is also helpful for improving the teachers’ quality of life. If such and such things are reliable and valid, we have no problem in implementing it._ Principal 1

Furthermore, participants were worried about too much political impact on education which could be difficult for maintaining sustainable policy and introducing any initiatives like PISA. Therefore, maintaining sustainability of the education policy and consistent actions for its implementation were highlighted as important by participants. They said:

_If it is the case what is in the educational policy document is adopted, then the government should set goals towards the principle and the state central administrative body in charge of education matters to the government, simply, the_
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ministry of education of Mongolia should make certain decisions and take legitimate steps to make it happen. Gov 2

What I really worry about is whether my government conducts reasonable research before introducing an initiative. We will have nothing if we implement projects without having research just copying them because that country implemented it successfully and that country’s policy is extremely good. Teacher 1

Some participants also suggested that Mongolia should participate in several PISA cycles in the future since one of the principals uses of PISA is comparisons with other countries, and therefore they believed that it will be effective for Mongolia.

My country should implement it in a long run. This will allow us to compare the results. It is so useless if we repeat processes like previous curriculums as they were piloted for a while and then stopped. For example, in our laboratory school while we were piloting a new curriculum, another curriculum was introduced without waiting for the results of the previous one. We need to participate in PISA for 3 times or 9 years. Teacher 2

It is important how we can adapt those initiatives in Mongolian settings instead of copying that foreign experience and implementing it automatically… Teacher 4

Lastly, management related issues for organizing the PISA cycle in 2021 were considered barriers for the introduction of PISA. That is why stakeholders in the study recommended some solutions which might eradicate those barriers. For example, some participants felt that
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with help of participation in OECD initiatives, such as PISA, it could be beneficial in terms of Mongolia’s foreign relations.

*It may become a facility and resource if participating in activities from OECD enables a country to have diplomatic cooperation with other countries and economic and political importance. Teacher 3*

There was also an expectation that, current cooperation and collaboration with UNESCO could be helpful for Mongolia’s participation in PISA. Most specifically, some participants hoped that UNESCO could donate or help to find donor to finance the introduction of PISA in Mongolia.

*Well, I think UNESCO will also be able to get together with us. From here on ... we can seek some technical support from them ... or something like that. UNESCO and OECD are closely tied to each other. Generally, we have been able to communicate with UNESCO at the government level with many policy papers and by working together. So, with the support of UNESCO, we may also have the opportunity to participate in this program. So, in this respect, I am just wondering about our chances to have such opportunities from those organizations .... mmm ... or by some agreements with the cooperating countries. Gov 2*

Participants also pointed out the importance of researching PISA and revealed recommendations for dealing with possible barriers to the introduction of PISA.
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It is imperative that if we can justify with some research findings and proofs on what part of the PISA is essential to deal with which types of issues. Gov 4

Some participants were also concerned that proper and adequate application of PISA results would be essential.

I'm a bit concerned about the fact that even if we took part in PISA assuming it is important - if we do not use the results of it well, it will be a matter of spending a lot of money and the teachers may not care about it. So, I think that the most important thing is in applying the results of the PISA survey in positive and smart ways, for instance, reflecting the results in education policy or using them to change the attitude of teachers who are working for policy implementation. And then, most importantly, it is best to make the right justifications on the results. Gov 3

Moreover, some school level people wanted to remind us that the psychological pressures of PISA examination on students should be considered in advance and minimised at all possible levels.

A reason why I am asking is that every exam makes children have anxiety. Even unit exams or everyday quizzes influence children’s psychology. Children have psychological pressures and worries like “What will happen.” Children may have that psychological pressure when they take an examination with a 1000-point scale. PISA makes children worry about their result if their performance is not good. They might over think what would happen to my math teachers, Mongolian language.
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*teacher if we receive weak points on the exam. This kind of pressure might influence children’s mental health. Teacher 3*

It was also emphasised that Mongolia could collaborate and be assisted by former PISA participants, such as Hong Kong, to prepare human resources in the country for the introduction of PISA.

*We need to have the time to prepare our staff for PISA. For example, Hong Kong has been in PISA from the beginning, is that right? ...Mmm... Hong Kong has been supporting Macau as well as China to participate in PISA. So, we can also get such support. We can learn from the experiences of some countries. Gov 2*

Finally, it was also recommended that to sustain the financial aspects of the introduction of PISA in Mongolia, relevant policies and budget planning should be approved as soon as possible.

*... mmm ... according to the budget law, it is important to budget for PISA - to include and allocate the necessary funds hierarchically or even once to the education sector funding to introduce the PISA. Once the budget is approved, it only follows budget allocation. Then at the time of the budget process, changes in the economic circumstances, such as the difference between the inflationary adjustments will be solved at the time of the implementation process. Gov 3*
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) has been included in the governmental Sustainability Goal -2030 of Mongolia and within this policy the country stated its intention to take part in the PISA-2021 cycle. However, for the implementation of this goal educational stakeholders have indicated that so far there has been less than sophisticated action taken towards the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. Therefore, at this initial stage of the PISA process, this study could significantly inform Mongolia to conceptualise the facilitators and barriers the introduction of PISA based on the expectations of stakeholders and may mitigate some barriers before they arise.

As a result of the interviews with 12 participants, the informed knowledge levels about PISA were found to be highly differentiated between stakeholders. According to the study findings ministry level people had obtained more information about PISA before the interviews, while school level people had only heard about PISA as here say and their knowledge of PISA was limited. School level stakeholders took PISA related issues seriously and wanted to know as much as possible, because they expected the introduction of PISA to be one of the most promising goals of the country.

Noteworthy was that most ministerial level stakeholders held the position that information about PISA did not need to be shared with school level stakeholders. PISA related issues should not be deliberately shared as PISA would only be used as a diagnosis of the education sector. Considering this viewpoint, it can be concluded that such knowledge and expectation differences between stakeholders about PISA may burden the introduction of PISA in
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Mongolia and lower the effectiveness of its future processes. Therefore, policy makers should consider this issue well and work towards lowering the knowledge differential. Furthermore, they should pay more attention to keeping all stakeholders well-informed so that they may possess a shared understanding about PISA at all levels of the system.

Another influential barrier that may challenge the likely introduction of PISA in Mongolia could be related to the political context. From their past experiences, almost all stakeholders indicated that they had found the political impact within the education sector of Mongolia to be high. Most specifically, some of the participants suspected that political power could burden the introduction of PISA in different ways, such as, the suspension of introducing PISA altogether, or halting actions or placing limitations on the funding for PISA. As participants explained, political power could be considered a barrier because the sustainable implementation of former policies in the system has been low. It may not be the case for the introduction of PISA however, in order to improve the gains from implementing PISA, Mongolian policymakers should strengthen their actions to maintain sustainability of this governmental policy and to reconsider goals for participating in PISA.

The last challenging issues for the introduction of PISA in Mongolia could be management related barriers, namely money, time and planning for PISA. First, since all of the participating countries are fully responsible for financial issues, the majority of participants agreed that paying money for PISA could be barrier for Mongolia. Economic instabilities, the debts of the country and some social demands for increasing teacher salaries were expected to place create pressure which could cause difficulties for the government to fund the
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introduction of PISA from the state budget. Therefore, as suggested by stakeholders, it may be recommendable that the country finds donors to help support the participation of Mongolia in the PISA-2021 cycle.

Second, the timeframe for the introduction of PISA was considered another management related barrier. On the one hand, school level stakeholders felt that introducing PISA in 2021 may not be the right time because the system is not ready to be assessed internationally. On the other hand, ministerial level people felt that the timeframe could be a problem because of PISA requirements. Both issues should be well considered, most importantly, to avoid wasting money and effort, the country should devise schedules that are clearly and tightly adhere to OECD planning. Mongolia should take urgent action for participation in PISA 2021.

Third, poor planning was expected to be the last management issue in the future introduction of PISA because the participants noted that currently the position of policymakers on PISA were not clear and vague. That is why Mongolia should take urgent action towards goals to participate in PISA and stick with its preparation for the PISA cycle. Mongolia should find solutions to secure sustainability in terms of the future intentions for PISA and monitor its process regularly as well as upgrade the planning if necessary.

In general, there were three main factors which could facilitate the introduction of PISA in Mongolia including, having a strong need to improve student learning assessment in the system; approving the introduction of PISA as a future goal in the sophisticated policies of the country; and influence of international trends to accept PISA as a credible source to
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determine the quality of education worldwide. How these facilitators could be helpful for
Mongolia to eradicate the previous barriers will be recommended in the following section,
supported with of points made by stakeholders in this study.

**Recommendations**

Table 5 outlines the recommendations of applying existing facilitators to eradicate the given
barriers. In this way, the study suggests that with help of facilitators, the barriers found in this
study may be eradicated and assist Mongolia to effectively introduce PISA in 2021.

Furthermore, difficulties that could occur should these barriers remain at the time of
introducing PISA in Mongolia are shown in the last row of Table 5. For example, if barrier
of knowledge differentiate remains at the time of PISA introduction, difficulties such as
precaution; disrespectful attitude; and public and stakeholders’ criticism can occur among the
stakeholders of PISA in Mongolia.

Table 5 Recommendations for Introducing PISA in Mongolia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Possible impact if enabled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>decrease knowledge difference gaps between the stakeholders considering needs of the country</td>
<td>knowledge difference among stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keep sustainability of the national policies; decrease political impacts on long-term and strategic policies</td>
<td>political impacts on the education sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commence urgent action; find reliable and sustainable budget solutions; learn from peers and research;</td>
<td>management issues /time; finance, planning/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precaution/ disrespectful attitude/ public and stakeholders’ criticism</td>
<td>weaken the sustainability of the policy and may quit to introduce PISA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As discussed in the previous chapter, it is recommended that before commencing any action to eradicate barriers which might be relevant in the introduction of PISA, the Mongolian education system should seek answers to the following questions. They are:

- Did we research it well?
- Is it really the assessment that we have been looking for?
- What is our premier purpose to introduce PISA?
- What are the facilitators and
- What are the barriers?
- How do we eradicate barriers?
- How do we apply its result?

These questions overlap the purpose of this study too. By considering these aspects thoroughly, the country can prevent certain risks; at least it will avoid wasting time and money. First of all, policymakers should self-evaluate the current research basis for the introduction of PISA in the country. If the programme is well-researched the country should initiate relevant planning and actions without hesitation and clarify the roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders in clear and consistent ways. In this way, it may decrease the knowledge differential among stakeholders and it may help them to be consistent and cooperative with the stated goals of Mongolia’s participate in PISA for the first time. If the country finds such a purpose is poorly researched, then it should be accepted honestly. By accepting such findings, the country may prevent wasting resources, as well as enabling the opportunity to undertake in depth research about the introduction of PISA. This would help
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the country to identify the common goals and possible applications of PISA results in a credible way.

Researching the importance of PISA in Mongolia and its academic effectives would help determine the worth of Mongolia’s participation in PISA. Adequate answers for such reasoning can be obtained when the needs of the country to take part in large scale assessments such as PISA are clearly stated. In simple words taking part in PISA can be conceptualised as a situation in which Mongolia asks outsiders to serve as judges for its education quality. Therefore, it is necessary to look back at the needs and goals of the country, in order to fully benefit from this service. If the service does not meet the country’s specific needs for the education system, obviously there is no need to waste funding in an otherwise tight state budget.

In terms of facilitators and barriers which can be foreseen, issues raised in this study are only the first layer of issues identified for the introduction of PISA. It is undeniable that sudden barriers can occur any time. However, defining facilitators and barriers realistically, can make the processes for preparing Mongolia to participate in PISA much easier.

The last highly recommendable point on the introduction of PISA that needs full consideration is to be certain of how PISA results will be used and to find possible ways to eradicate known barriers. Uncertain intentions for the use of future PISA results are considered a strong cause for hesitation and lead to misunderstandings and confusion among stakeholders, especially at the school level. For example, if policy makers have intentions to use future PISA results for the surveillance of schooling practices then the school community
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should be openly informed about this and the level of application should be officially described in advance. Moreover, policymakers should thoroughly consider possible barriers and have back up plans to eradicate them. The more foresee problems, the better they are solved effectively.
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APPENDICES
Dear «Principal» «Name»

Re: Barriers and facilitators to introducing PISA in Mongolia

Mrs Byambasuren Erdenesuren is undertaking a study to understand the potential resources and facilitators as well as challenges and barriers, when introducing PISA in Mongolia.

She is undertaking this research with the aim of generating initiatives and recommendations based on the outcomes of this project on how available facilitators may help to eradicate barriers.

Mrs Byambasuren Erdenesuren is seeking your permission to approach members of your school, including teachers and study managers/the Ministry staff including specialists, to participate in an interview, to discuss factors associated with the introduction of PISA in Mongolia.

The 30-40 minute interviews would take place at a time that would suit you during November and December, 2017 or January, 2018.

What does the study involve?

With your approval, Mrs Erdenesuren will

- Provide information for the staff about the research during an official staff meeting
- Seek voluntary participation from potential participants
- Seek informed consent from those who wish to participate

Mrs Erdenesuren would be happy to speak to you further about the research if that is desirable.

Mrs Erdenesuren would be happy to present findings to you and other staff members at the end of the project.
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This study has the approval of the Flinders University Ethics Committee (see contact details below) **participants and schools will not be identified in the research**, and collected data will be de-identified.

All participants will be given feedback of the findings on completion of the study.

Any enquiries you may have concerning this research should be directed to me at the address given above or by telephone on 8201 5878 or e-mail grace.skrzypiec@flinders.edu.au.

I hope that you will give this request due consideration and I assure you that Mrs Erdenesuren will be willing to work with you in a manner which suits the school/ the Ministry and which will cause minimal disruption to the school day/ the working day.

Yours sincerely,

[Redacted]

Dr Grace Skrzypiec
Senior Lecturer
College of Education, Psychology and Social Work

---

*This research project has been approved by the Flinders University Social and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee. For more information regarding ethical approval of the project the Secretary of the Committee can be contacted by telephone on 8201 3116, by fax on 8201 2035 or by email human.researchethics@flinders.edu.au.*
APPENDIX B: LETTER OF INTRODUCTION (MONGOLIAN)

2017 они 09 дүгээр сарын 15

Хүндэт «Захирал» «Овог зүр»

Олон улсын сураалчидын урлагийн хотолбар (PISA)-нийг Монгол улсад нэвтруулэхэд тулгарч буй бэрхшээл ба нөөц боломж

Манай сурагчийн оюутанд Эрдэнэсүрэн Түвийн Бямбасүрэн нь PISA-г Монгол улсад нэвтруулж нөөц боломж ба тулгарч буй бэрхшээл нийтэлд олах зүйлүү хэлбэр болон гэрээнд магнитын дипломын зөвлөгөө төлөг зөвдлөгөө байна.

PISA-г нэвтруулж тулгарах бэрхшээл нийгээд арналагдах Монгол улсын байгуулам нөөц боломж нөөц хэрэг болгох нь тусгай улсыг тулгуурлаж ирэхийг саналчлахад дэмжүүлэх, зөвлөмөө болон тухайлсаар зорилгоор эгчүүнүүгүй судалгааны ажлыг хийж байгаа бүрэлдэг.

Эрдэнэсүрэн Түвийн Бямбасүрэн нь PISA-г нэвтруулж хэлбэрээр хуучин зөвлөкөөгүй судалгаа зорилгоор танийг бага, сургалтын менежерийн төлөөлөөгүй судалгааны арналагдах хийх зохион бүрэн авахад танд хандаж байна.

Ярилцлагын хүн тус бүрээс 30-40 минутаар таван сурагчийн боломжит хуучиаагаар харгалзан 2017 оны 11, 12 дугаар сар, 2018 оны 1 дугаар сарын аль токхиомжтай явуулна.

Судалгаа вуг хамарах вэ?

Э.Бямбасүрэн нь таны зохион бүрэн дагуу:

- Танай байгууллагаын абайн өөрөө хүрэл дээр судалгаанын талаар нийт багш ажиллуулах зөвлөгөө огто.
- Судалгааны даян дураар оролцогч хуучин хөрөнгө оролцогчдог бурхан.
- Даян дураар оролцогчдог зохион бүрэн дагуу.

Э.Бямбасүрэн нь сонирхолтой хүмүүсийг судалгааны талаар дэлгэрэнгүй ярилцлаг бөлөн.
Barriers and facilitators to introduce PISA in Mongolia

- Э.Бямбасурэн нь судалгааныхаа энэийн үр дүнг танд болон танай хамгийг сэхийд танилуудаа болов.

Энэхүү судалгаанд Флиндэрсийн их сургуулийн судлаачдын Өс зүйн Хорос (холбоо барих хаягийг дорооос харна уу) зохишорын олгоосон ба судалгааны өрөөнөгчдөө өрөөсөө орсогдсон сургуулы, цуглуулсан эдсэн элэглийн нуццлаал хаалгагдаана.

Судалгааны ажил дуусахад бүх өрөөнөгчдөө байгуулагын удирдлагагаар нь дамжуулаан судалгааны үр дүнгийн талаар танилуудаа.

Судалгаантай холбоотой асуудлаар нэмэлт ойролцоо тодруулж зүйлсийг захилин баруун дээд хэсэгт бичсэн хаягаар болон 8201 5878 эсвэл grace.skrzypec@email.flinders.edu.au, цахим хаягаар шилжэн уу.

Энэхүү хүсэлтнүүг нэг шаттайгээр хүлээн авна гээгээр итгэж байна. Э. Бямбасурэн нь танай сургуулийн байгуулагын хөвийн үйл ажиллагаагаа сад дүрүүлэхгүй, сургуулийн дэл журамд нийлүүлээн судалгаагаа явуудаа хүсэлтэй байгааг үүрд баталж байна.

Таалагдсан

Грайс Скрэпек (PhD)
Боловсрол, Сэтгэл судлал, Нийгмийн ажиллтын Коллежийн
Ахлах багш

Энэ судалгааны өнөөгүй суртуулжийн өгүүлэл, Бирийн үед судалгааны Өс зүйн Хоросны өнөөгүй ойролцоо ассан болно. Судалгааны өс зүйн өнөөгүй талаар нэмэлт мэдээлэл анхаар хүсэл 8201 3146 утгаар буюу 8201 2036 факсыг эсвэл
human.researchethics@flinders.edu.au, цахим хаягаар холбогдон
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Title: Barriers and facilitators to introducing PISA (Program for International Student Assessment) in Mongolia

Researcher
Byambasuren Erdenesuren
College of Education, Psychology and Social work
Flinders University

Former position:
A specialist of the Humanities at the Department of Education, Culture and Arts of Govisumber province
An acting role in Head of the Department of Education, Culture and Arts of Govisumber province

Supervisor
Dr Grace Skrzypiec
College of Education, Psychology and Social work
Flinders University

Description of the study
This project will investigate the potential resources and facilitators as well as challenges and barriers, when introducing PISA in Mongolia. This project is supported by Flinders University, College of Education, Psychology and Social work.

Purpose of the study
This project aims to generate initiatives and recommendations on how available facilitators may help to eradicate barriers to introducing PISA in Mongolia.

What will I be asked to do?
You are invited to attend a one-on-one interview with me where I will ask you a few questions regarding your views about factors associated with the introduction of PISA in Mongolia. Your participation is entirely voluntary. The interview will take about 30-40 minutes. The interview will be audio recorded using a digital voice recorder to help with reviewing the results. Once recorded, the interview will be stored as a computer file and transcribed (typed-up) and will be destroyed once the audio file has been transcribed. In this way, knowledge of what was said by whom remain confidential.

What benefit will I gain from being involved in this study?
The sharing of your expectations will contribute to research that aims to generate initiatives and recommendations on how available facilitators may help to eradicate barriers, which we hope will benefit the implementation of the current developmental policy for education in Mongolia.
Will I be identifiable by being involved in this study?
Participation in this study will be confidential. Anonymity of the participants is highly important, but it cannot be fully guaranteed because of the small population pool and the nature of the research. However, I can confirm that any identifying information will be removed, and your comments will not be linked directly to you in the published research. In addition, all information and results obtained in this study will be stored in a secure way, with access restricted to relevant researchers.

Are there any risks or discomforts if I am involved?
Other interviewee may be able to identify your contributions even though they will not be directly attributed to you. Few risks are anticipated from your involvement in this study such as although participation will be anonymous and all data treated completely confidentially, given the small population size, contributions may be recognisable and attributable to the participant by those who are part of the small pool.

If you have any concerns regarding anticipated or actual risks or discomforts, please raise them with me by the given contact (98xx xxxx). I will consider all your raised concerns as important and work for finding the secure solutions to deal with.

How do I agree to participate?
Again, your participation is voluntary. You may answer ‘no comment’ or refuse to answer any questions, and you are free to withdraw from the interview at any time without effect or consequences. A consent form accompanies this information sheet. If you agree to participate please read and sign the form and see me to organise an interview time. I will give you my contact details so you can let me know if you need to change the time.

Contact details of the principal researcher:
Mobile phone number: 8887 9511
Email address: erde6007@flinders.edu.au

How will I receive feedback?
On project completion, outcomes of the project will be given to all participants through your school or workplace.

Thank you for taking the time to read this information sheet, and I hope that you will accept my invitation to be involved.

This research project has been approved by the Flinders University Social and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee (Project number: 7809).
For more information regarding ethical approval of the project only, the Executive Officer of the Committee can be contacted by telephone on 081-61 8201 3116, by fax on 081-61 8201 2035, or by email to human.research.ethics@flinders.edu.au
APPENDIX D: INFORMATION SHEET (MONGOLIAN)

МЭДЭЭЛЛІЙН ХҮУДАС
(өрөөлсөн бүрт)

Сэдвэ: Олон улсын суурахгүйдэн үнэлгээнэй хотоолбар (PISA)-ийг Монгол улсад илэрхийлхэд тулгарч буй бэрхшээл ба ноён боломж

Судлаач
Эмхэн нейглэн Энхбаяр
Флайдерс-Университет
Булэнцүүлэн, Сиэтл, Төмөг улсын ажлын коллеж

Олжир бүр: Гэрэл Зоом, Ортодонтийн (PhD)
Флайдерс-Университет
Булэнцүүлэн, Сиэтл, Төмөг улсын ажлын коллеж

Эмхээ талбага сэдэвэл "PISA-г Монгол улсад илэрхийлхэд тулгарч буй бэрхшээл ба ноён боломж" магистрын дипломын ажлын тухээл багтаа PISA-г Монгол улсад илэрхийлхэд ноён боломж ба тулгарч буй бэрхшээлэн талвар олж эдгээрийг зохицуулсан гэдгийг хүртэл бичээ. Тус судалгааны ажил нь Омнэд Амьдралтай Флайдерс-Университет их сургуултын булэнцүүлэн, Сиэтл, Найгвийн ажлын коллежийн өмнөлгөөн зохицуулан бичээ.

Судалгааны зорилго
PISA-г нийт илэрхийлэх талаар бэрхшээлдэг аргаход Монгол улс байгаа ноён боломжтой төрөлд ашиглах болох талвар судалгааны тулгуурдсан шинээрээг зохицуулалаа, энэ боломж нь эмхээ талбага "PISA-г Монгол улсад нийт илэрхийлэх" боломжтай болсон телеграфын мэдэх ажилд туслахыг төлөөлдөө бичээ. Энэ судалгааны дүн нь "PISA-г Монгол улсад нийт илэрхийлэх" боломж нь эмхээ талбага "PISA-г Монгол улсад нийт илэрхийлэх" боломжтай болсон боломжийн шинээрээг хүртэл бичээ.

Орноо хэсгийн аргаход хамгийн гяз?
Судалгааны "PISA-г нийт илэрхийлэх" боломжтой хүрээнээс эхлээд тээврийн талаар түүний улс болон үедээ эдгээр зохицуулалт нисэх ажилд нотлох 30-40 минут
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похвавылд чийглэн Энхбаяр
Флайдерс-Университет
Булэнцүүлэн, Сиэтл, Төмөг улсын ажлын коллеж

Олжир бүр: Гэрэл Зоом, Ортодонтийн (PhD)
Флайдерс-Университет
Булэнцүүлэн, Сиэтл, Төмөг улсын ажлын коллеж

Эмхээ талбага сэдэвэл "PISA-г Монгол улсад нийт илэрхийлэх" боломжтай болсон боломжтой төрөлд ашиглах болоход судалгааны тулгуурдсан шинээрээг зохицуулалаа, энэ боломж нь эмхээ талбага "PISA-г Монгол улсад нийт илэрхийлэх" боломжтай болсон телеграфын мэдэх ажилд туслахыг төлөөлдөө бичээ. Энэ судалгааны дүн нь "PISA-г Монгол улсад нийт илэрхийлэх" боломжтай болсон боломжийн шинээрээг хүртэл бичээ.

Орноо хэсгийн аргаход хамгийн гяз?
Судалгааны "PISA-г нийт илэрхийлэх" боломжтой хүрээнээс эхлээд тээврийн талаар түүний улс болон үедээ эдгээр зохицуулалт нисэх ажилд нотлох 30-40 минут
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CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH
(by semi-structured interview)

Barriers and facilitators to introducing PISA (Program for International Student Assessment) in Mongolia

I …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

being over the age of 18 years hereby consent to participate as requested in the “Letter of introduction” and “information sheet” for the research project on “Barriers and facilitators to introducing PISA in Mongolia”

1. I have read the information provided.
2. Details of procedures and any risks have been explained to my satisfaction.
3. I agree to audio recording of my information and participation.
4. I am aware that I should retain a copy of the information sheet and consent form for future reference.
5. I understand that:
   • I may not directly benefit from taking part in this research.
   • I am free to withdraw from the project at any time and am free to decline to answer particular questions.
   • While the information gained in this study will be published as explained, I will not be identified, and individual information will remain confidential.
   • I may ask that the recording be stopped at any time, and that I may withdraw at any time from the session or the research without disadvantage.
6. I agree to the tape/transcript being made available to other researchers who are not members of this research team, but who are judged by the research team to be doing related research, on condition that my identity is not revealed.

Participant’s signature………………………………………..Date………………………..

I certify that I have explained the study to the volunteer and consider that she/he understands what is involved and freely consents to participation.

Researcher’s name: Byambasuren Erdenesuren

Researcher’s signature………………………………………..Date………………………..

7. I, the participant whose signature appears below, have verified the researcher’s report and agree to the publication of my information as reported.

Participant’s signature………………………………………..Date………………………..
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СУДАЛГАНД ОРЛООХЫГ ЗОВШӨӨРСӨН МАЯГТ
(Ярилтгыны артыаар)

Олон улсын сураалчдын үндэсний хөтөлбөр (PISA)-нийг Монгол улсад нэвтрүүлэхэд түлхүүр бүү барахшлы ба ийл боломж

Миний бие .............................................................................................................................................. нь

18-ас дээш настай бөгөөд "Ухиргын захидд" ба "Мэдээллүүг хуудас" ба байх хүсэлтийн дагуу "PISA-г Монгол улсад нэвтрүүлэхэд түлхүүр бүү барахшлы ба ийл боломж" сэлжээг суудалганд оролцогч зөвшөөрсөн нь угырд илэрхийлж байна.

1. Миний бие осгөө мэдээллүүг уншсан болно.

2. Суудалганды аргачлал болон аливаа эрсдэлэх гэлээ тайлбарласан болно.

3. Миний архийлгын болон оролцогч дуу бичээг эхлээрээр бичихийг зөвшөөрч байна.

4. Мэдээллүүг хуудас болон Зөвшөөрсөн мэдээг хуульбарын нээлттэй баримт болгох эрдэмлүүр хадгалж болохыг зөвшөөр байна.

5. Миний бие дараах зүйлсийг ойлгосон болно. Уудаа:

- Би тус суудагдсан оролцооны шүүгээг зөвлөөсөн ашиг хүртлэгийг байж бичээг болно.
- Би суудалганд оролцооны хүсээн үед болов тодорхой асуультанд хариуллаас чөлөөтэй татгалзах боломжгүй болно.
- Суудалчны тайлбарласандаа тус суудалган шалгуулсан мэдээллүүг хэвлүүлдээ миний нэр, хувийн мэдээллүүг нүүлдээсэн байна.
- Би дуу бичээг хийхийг зөгсөх болон суудалганд оролцоогоос ямар нэгэн шийтгэлгүйгээр хүсээн үедээ татгалзах боломжгүй болно.

6. Дуу бичээг болон түүнчлэн тайлалны миний хувийн нууслын хадаглын тухайн суудалгандын танхимтай биш болохцоо суудалгааны багийн тус бүрүү биш болохцоо суудалгааны багийн тодорхойлноор тодорхой байрлалдаа суудалгааны хийл бүү хөдөлвөөрөөг суудалганд танхилжуулж болно.

Оролцоогийн гарын үсэг...........................................................Огнөо.........................

Миний бие оролцоождуу суудалганд оролцоо ын сайн үсэг дууны байхыг тайлбарласан, суудалгана нь хөдөлвөөр бүрэн ойлгох, абдагдаалагүйгээр оролцоо талаар анхааруулсанаа угтыг батагдажжуулж байна.

Судлаачны нэр: Эрдэнэсурэнгийн Бөмбөсүрэн

Судлаачны гарын үсэг...........................................................Огнөо.........................

7. Дурх гарын устгийн эээн оролцогч миний бие судлаачнын тайлалтын уншсаа, осгөө мэдээллүүг хэвлүүлээхийг зөвшөөрч байна.
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Secretary, Social and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee
Flinders University

Date: __________

Re: Research Administration - Ethics (SBREC Project 7809).

I have been informed about the study “Barriers and facilitators to introducing PISA (Program for International Student Assessment) in Mongolia” by Flinders University Scholar, Byambasuren Erdenesuren.

I understand that the research has been approved by Flinders University Social and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee. In compliance with the Ethics Committee requirement, I write to confirm that I approve of the study being undertaken by Byambasuren Erdenesuren at [insert institution name].

In consenting to the study I agree to provide support for notifying staff about the research and allowing them to volunteer for participation. My staff and I will assist Byambasuren Erdenesuren by providing a suitable private area for the confidential interviews.

Byambasuren Erdenesuren has indicated that the interview transcripts will be de-identified and that [insert name of institution] will not be identified in the research, and that on completion of the study, she will provide feedback of the overall findings.

I have no objection in Byambasuren Erdenesuren undertaking the interviews following the protocol she has indicated.

Yours truly,

«Name»
Principal
«School»
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Rec: Судалгаа хийх-Эс зүйн (НГСЭХ Судалгааны дугаар 7809).

Миний бие Флидерсийн их сургулийн судлалч Эрдэнэсурэн хоёрт би багтдамх "PISA буюу Олон Улсын Сурвалжийн хөтөлбөр"-ийн үндэстэн, Монгол улсын нөөрлөлт түлхүүлэх түлхүүлтэй борхшго байдал дээд түүхий зүйлүүгийг салбарлана.

Тус судалгааны бие Флидерсийн их сургулийн нийлмийн угсаан, Бихэрэлүүл Судалгааны әс зүйн Хоруу (НГСЭХ) нь ээжийгөөндөгээ талар танилдан, Э. Бямбасурэн тус әс зүйн Хорууны шаардлагын дагуу манай ......................... дарх судалгаа явуулахыг ээжийгөөндөгээ.

Энэ хугацааны судалгааны үндэстэн ээжийгөөндөгээ миний бие байгуулагын акжилт, алын хавчдад судалгааны талар мэдээлэл болсон сайт дурын улсын дарх акжилт орноо явуулахад зоригтойг дээд түүхий бийгээр байгаа юм. Менэ би болон манай жилдүүд Э. Бямбасурэн судалгаа явуулахыг әс ээжийгөөндөгээ тойрхонг тусгаан франц оролцсож байсан мэдээллүүдийг нуцлагтан тайлбарлаж эрхлэн байгаа юм. Менэ судалгааны бүрэн дуусахаа судалгааны төвлүүлэн үргэлжлүүлэн түүхий байгуулагын уураалгаар мэдээлэл өгөхгүй байна.

3. Бямбасурэн тойрхонг үргэлжлүүлэн ардын тээвэрлэлээр байгуулсан зургааны хамгаалалтын нуцлагыг, манай байгуулагын тус судалгааны төвлүүлэн байгуулагын түүхий дархлалыг өгөхгүй үргэлжлүүлэн төвлүүлэн байгуулагын уураалгаар мэдээлдлүүлэн зогсож байна.

Хүрэлбат, 

"Овоог хүр" 

Захирал, дарга
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INDIVIDUAL, SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Flinders University College of Education, Psychology and Social Science

/ FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS /

Topic: Barriers and facilitators to introducing PISA (Program for International Student Assessment) in Mongolia

Date: / / Place code: Interviewee code: 

Hello! Thank you for taking the time to talk with me today.

Here is the Consent Form; by signing on it which will indicate your acceptance to participate in interview. As discussed in Information Sheet, your participation is voluntary and interview will last for 45 minutes.

Now, let’s begin the interview.

Icebreaker questions

A) What subject do you teach? How long have you been teaching this subject?
B) What are your responsibilities and duties? How long have you been working?

Opinions about the introduction of PISA in Mongolia

1. Have you heard of PISA?

A. YES

Yes – What have you heard? How do you find about adopting or introducing the PISA international educational framework in Mongolia? How do you find about the facilitators to introducing PISA in Mongolia?

B. NO

No – Researcher briefly explain about PISA – What does this sound like to you?

What would you like to know?

Did you know PISA will be introduced in Mongolia in the future? What do you think about that? What do you think would be “good about it”? “Bad about it”?

Note for interviewer: If the participants uncertain about the facilitators or an interviewer find the confirmation of the points mentioned in the literature, the interviewer will suggest some facilitators from the literature as suggested in probes. The interviewer may eliminate ideas in probe if the interviewee has already covered.
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COMMON

2. Some people think ..., (about PISA facilitators and barriers) ... What do you think about that?

Probes for ‘Facilitators’:

a) competence, quality, validity, reliability, sustainability and timely dissemination of the program and its results;
b) the introduction of the program is processed through the discussion and involvement of all educational stakeholders from public to policy makers;
c) having financial support from the government;
d) a country’s purposes and expected outcomes from the assessment programs;
e) power, discourse and political reasons for introducing PISA;
f) expect recommendations and solutions to foster and fuel the current reform on assessment and policy.

How do you find about the anticipating barriers to introducing PISA in Mongolia?

Probes for ‘Barriers’:

a) competence, quality, validity, reliability, sustainability and timely dissemination of the program and its results;
b) bureaucracy;
c) the funding and its sustainability;
d) the governmental apprehensions of poor performance;
e) technical challenges caused by the poor capacity of the assessment institution: a lack of experts and capabilities;
f) contextual challenges, such as the ‘political economy’, the ‘regulatory environment’, and the culture of the country;
g) the irrelevance of the testing materials towards the specific country context.

3. Suggestions for the successful and effective introduction of PISA in Mongolia

Note for interviewer: In relation to responses of participants the interviewer may ask suitable informational, restatement or reflective probes where necessary.

How do you find your contribution, responsibilities and involvement towards the successful introduction of PISA in your school or in Mongolia?

How ready are Mongolian students for the introduction of PISA in Mongolia? What makes you think so?
Barriers and facilitators to introduce PISA in Mongolia

How should be Mongolian students prepared in order to be ready for PISA in Mongolia?

How ready are Mongolian teachers for the introduction of PISA in Mongolia?
What makes you think so?
How should be Mongolian teachers supported in order to be ready for PISA in Mongolia?

How ready are Mongolian schools for the introduction of PISA in Mongolia?
What makes you think so?
How should be Mongolian teachers supported in order to be ready for PISA in Mongolia?

In your opinion, what should policy makers need to consider eradicating barriers before introducing PISA in Mongolia?

It is the end of the interview.

Do you want to add anything in relation to the topic of the study?

By participating in this interview and sharing your opinion you are enormously contributing to significant research which is valuable for the successful implementation of the Educational goal on policy for the Sustainable Development of Mongolia-2030.

Thank you for your time, sharing your opinion and talking honestly.
APPENDIX J: THE INTERVIEW PROTOCOL (MONGOLIAN)
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Энэ талаар та явар байр суурьтай байна вэ?
Тус хөтөлбөрийг нэвтрүүлэхийн "Сайн талууд" нь нэг нэг байна гэж та бодож байна вэ?
"Сүл талууд" нь нэг нэг байж болох вэ?

НИЙТЛЭГ
2. Зарим хүмүүсийн усэнээр .... (PISA хөтөлбөрийг нэвтрүүлэхад дамжих нөөц боломж ба тулгарах бархшээл нь) .... Та эдгээрийг нөгөө гэх харж байна вэ?

Дамжих асуулт (нец боломж):
a) тухайн унгалганын хөтөлбөр, түүний үр дүнгийн чанчдаа, чанар, бодитой эсэх, тохири, найдвартай бийдэнд, цаг хугацаандаа үр дүнгээ мэдээллээ хийдээ;
b) боловсролын хэрэгцээнд оролцож буй бүх субъективийг оролцдог, сүйлэр хэлэлцэсэн ундаан дээргийг хөтөлбөрийг нэвтрүүлэх болсонд
с) ЗГ-ын шаардлагатай төсөвийг баталсан байх
d) улс орны боловсролын талаарх цорилгой тус хөтөлбөрийн хэрэглээ давъяж байх
е) PISA-г нэвтрүүлэхэээрих мэдээллээ, улс төрүүний шалтгаан

f) унгалгын талхар одоо авч хэрэгжүүлэх буй үйл ажиллагааны болов бодлогын шинжчлэл, өөрчлөлттэй дамжих, урагшлуулган гарц, гэрлэлээрээ эрхэмлэх буй нехцэл

PISA-г нэвтрүүлэхэд Монгол улсад явар явар бархшээл тулгарч болноошийг гэх та узэж байна вэ?

Дамжих асуулт (саад бархшээл):
a) тухайн унгалганын хөтөлбөр, түүний үр дүнгийн чанчдаа, чанар, бодитой эсэх, тохири, найдвартай бийдэнд, цаг хугацаандаа үр дүнгээ мэдээллээ хийдээ;
b) эрх баригч өөрчлөлд
с) судалгааны хөтөлбөр хэрэгцээнд шаардлагдах төсөв, түүний тогтвортой бийдэн

d) муу унгалгын авахаас болгонхилсэн ЗГ-ын байр суури
е) Судалгааны хэрэгцээнд хэрэгжүүлэх институтын чадамжийг бийдэнэс шаардлагасан техникийн талын бархшлагууд: мэрэхүүсэн хүний нөөц дутагддагтай байх, хэрэгжүүлэх техникийн хэрэгцээг бий боломж хангахгүй байх;
f) улс төрөлд бийдэн засгийн байдал, төрүүний урд төрөл зөхөн бийгүүлэлт, сөвлсөн өнцүүлгээр уггүй улс орны орчны нөөц боломж шаардлагаас бархшлагууд

g) улс орны боловсролын системийн өнцүүлгэ унгалгын судалгааны материалууд ундахгүй байх.
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3. PISA-г Монгол улсад амжилттай нэвтрүүлэхэд туслах санал

PISA-г Монгол улсад эсэхэл танай сурагчдын нэвтрүүлэхэд вөрөшийн орчулах хувь нэмэр, уурхай, оролцооны талаар та хэрхэн хэрхэн байна вэ?

Таны бодлол PISA-г Монголд нэвтрүүлэхэд манай сурагчдын өрөө бэлэн байгаа бол?

Та ямар урангс амгиж узэж байна вэ?

Монголд PISA-г нэвтрүүлэхийн тулд сурагчдын хэрхэн бэлтгэх шаардлагатай гэж та узэж байна вэ?

Таны бодлол PISA-г Монголд нэвтрүүлэхэд манай багш нар өрөө бэлэн байгаа бол?

Та ямар урангс амгиж узэж байна вэ?

Монголд PISA-г нэвтрүүлэхийн тулд багш нар ямар дэмжлэг туслахадаа шаардлагатай гэж та узэж байна вэ?

Таны бодлол PISA-г Монголд нэвтрүүлэхэд манай сурагчдын өрөө бэлэн байгаа бол?

Та ямар урангс амгиж узэж байна вэ?

Монголд PISA-г нэвтрүүлэхийн тулд сурагчдын өрөө бэлэн байгаа манай дэмжлэг туслахаа шаардлагатай гэж та узэж байна вэ?

суждэл газрын мань нэгэнд өндөрлөг байна.

Танд судалгын холбооны өмнөгүүд хэрэг хэрэгхүй байна вэ?

Та энэ ярилцаагаар оролцож, вөрөшийн нэлээ бодлоо хуваалсанаар "Монгол Улсын Төлөөвөрх Хөгжлийн Бодлого-2030"-д тусгасан төрөлсөн Боловсролын талаар баримтлагч бодлогын хэрэггүйгийн дэмжих аж өнөрөө бүхий судалгаанд чухал хувь нэмэр оруулж байна.

Судалгаанд мань нь тэг нэртэй, вөрөшийн нэлээ бодлоо хуваалсаж, ынэн даптгий ярилцааны танд баарнаал.